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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community
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Internal issues snag USG focus

January 26,2007
Volume 101. Issue 87
WWWBGNEWSCOM

Falcon Film
Festival winner
to be shown

Student government group reflects on shortcomings, accomplishments of last semester

Sophomore directors

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

are to present their
movie tomorrow in the
Union | Page 3

Gambling
addictions
afflict students
The allure of large
cash prizes and
prestige gets many
students into troubte
|fcg»3

"It's important that
every student at
BGSU know what's

At the tail end of fall semester, two of the Undergraduate
Student Government's leaders,
President Bernard Little and
Speaker leremy Lehman, had
been accused of failing to follow
the guidelines of the constitution, with several meetings surrounding the issue. Now, as the
USG constitution is reevaluatcd.
some students are concerned
USG's focus on internal issues
will continue to prevent the

going on."
Bernard Little) USG President

student leaders from resolving
campus issues.
But USG Vice President Kristin
Kulbis is not concerned that work
on the constitution will prevent
them from solving important

The Godfather
of Soul changed
music forever

issues on campus.
"It's not going lo hinder our
ability to meet students' needs
first," she said.
Senior and former USG senator Niki Messmore said the focus
on internal issues last semester
has already kept USG from gelting important work done.
"1 think USG has performed
below average this year," she
said. "|They| unfortunately have
been focusing a lot on internal
issues."
Lehman, USG speaker, agrees
the inward focus has taken up

in-depth on the life
and impact of James

in which candidates
compete for breast
implants | Page 8

Women's
basketball to
face Eastern
Michigan
The Falcons face
the Eagles Sunday
in the toughest MidAmerican Conference
game so far | Page 6

By Tim Sampson
Reporter

He's been an activist, preacher, diplomat and presidential candidate. The
Rev. Jesse Jackson has held many
titles over the course of his lifetime
and last night he brought more than
40 years of experience lobbying for
civil rights to the University.
Jackson's long and distinguished
career began as a student protester
in the early days of the civil rights
movement. In his speech. Jackson
said he became an early admirer of
Martin Luther King. Jr. for challenging the segregation laws he had
grown up under.
"1 became fascinated by Rosa
Parks and Dr. King and what they
were doing." Jackson said. "1 said, I'd
love to meet that man."
JACKSON |Pdqe 5

Plastic grocery
bags and the
environment
simple convinience
may do irreparable
harm | Page 4

USG needs to
make serious
changes
After a semester of
internal debacles
many students are
wondering if their
interests are being
served|Pagt4
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What would you tke
to see USG do this
semester?
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See ZOMBIES | Page 2
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Many phrases echoed through the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom last night
as part of the Rev. Jesse Jacksons
message to the University community in celebration of Martin Luther
King Jr.
"Everybody

matters.

Keep

hope

alive."
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And then the audience would
repeat.
His key points called for audience
participation.
Jackson sang along to the words
of a gospel spiritual sung by the
University s gospel choir before he
began his speech, and then, after
wishing King a happy birthday, called
the choir over to the stage to teach
the audience the words.
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Iwcdd lb the leaders
to be more out there and
active I don't even know
who they are" | Page 4

TODAY
Partly Cloudy
High: 55, Low. 30
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TOMORROW
Flurries
High: 54, Low: 20
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Former BGSU basketball player confesses to theft
By Lisa Halvarstadt
Cily News Editor

A former Falcons basketball
player was arrested Monday
night on theft and forgery
charges.
Lionel Sullivan, a 6-foot-6
redshirt freshman from Detroit,
played forward for the BGSU
men's basketball team until
being dismissed from the team
in late December.
Now he's being charged with
using another student's BGSU
ID to buy an X- Box 360 and two
video games at the University
Bookstore.

Lionel
Sullivan
Former Falcons
basketball player,
BGSU freshman

According to University police
reports, a Falcons football player
reported someone had stolen
his ID before winter break. After
getting a new ID, he tried to buy
textbooks on Jan. 9 and got an
unpleasant surprise — he didn't
have enough money in his
account to pay for the books.
A bookstore manager told the

athlete that someone used the
ID to buy a gaming system and
two video games, Madden NFL
'07 and NBA 2K7, leaving him
with only $47.32 on his $600
account. He told the cashier he
didn't buy these items.
After they suspected Sullivan
might have been involved in the
theft, police visited Sullivan's
dorm on Ian. 13. An officer
noticed all three of these Items
in his room.
On Ian. 18, a detective talked
to Sullivan on the phone about
the case.
Initially, Sullivan denied buying the gaming system or the

Reporter

See MALL | Page 2
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By Alison Kemp

By Ella Fowlar

games, but he eventually confessed.
Sullivan told the detective
he and the football player were
walking to class before winter
break when the other student's
BGSU ID fell out of his pocket. Sullivan said he picked up
the card and shopped at the
University Bookstore that day,
police reports say.
On Monday, Sullivan refused
to bring the items to the campus police station and told the
officer to come to his dorm to
get the games.
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KRISTINA
DRESCHEL.
Senior. Marketing

New rules
create safer
game play
Last semester, (wo students
were arrested for disorderly conduct because they were carrying
what appeared to be weapons
on campus.
They were participating in
the game "humans versus zombies," in which students carried
Nerf guns around to protect
themselves from the "infectious
zombies."
The game has now been
allowed lo be played once again
on campus, but with a set of
ground rules instated by the
players and University Police. It
started at 8 a.m. on Ian. 22 and
will run until midnight on Ian.
29.
"Not much has changed overall, but things were just refined.
We discussed boundaries, and
residence halls became off limits," said Atonn Smeltzer. junior
and a co-founder of the BG
Undead organization, which
was created by the students who
play the game.
University police helped the
organization founders sel the
ground rules.
"We let them create the rules.
Then the Chief and I went
through them and talked to
them about it," said Sgl. Tim
lames of the University Police
Department.
Some of the rules set by students and the University Police
Department include: Comply
with the police at all times during the game, the game can be
played at any spot outdoors on
campus, il cannot be played 10
minutes before, during or 10
minutes after class and it cannot
be played in residence halls."
The main concern with setting ground rules was the safety
of students, visitors and faculty.
"The chief and I am comfortable and confident in the fact
that if everyone plays by the rules
than everybody will be safe,"
lames said. "This still allows
those folks who want to play the
game to play. Let's face it, college
is supposed to be fun."
But if any player wants to play,
they must comply with the rules
beforehand.
"You have lo agree to the policy before we let you play," said
Brian "Tag" Murphy, junior and
co-founder of the organization.
The game is played with two
teams of humans and zombies.
The night before the first day of
play, three players will be notified and told they are zombies.
All players wear bandanas notifying their status in the game
— zombies around the neck and
humans in a place that is easily
removable. A human becomes
infected when a zombie removes
their bandanna. Humans area
allowed to shoot the zombies
with Nerf guns, stunning them
for 10 minutes. At the end of the
game, if any humans are left,
that side wins the game. But if all
humans have been eliminated,
the zombies win.
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What most see as a

See USG | Page 2

"The attendance wasn't what

answers theca

Brown | Page 8

Gator'z hosts contest

Student Body Address in October,
a speech meant lo inform students about issues that will affect
them this school year. With
chairs set up for 500 students,
less than 100 chairs were filled.

we intended," Kulbis said.
The low attendance was one of
Little's biggest disappointments
of the semester.
"If there were one thing I could
do over I would have tried to
PR the State of the Student Body
Address more," he said. "It's
important that every student at
BGSU know what's going on."
But some students don't seem
to be as informed as they could
be about what USG does and
their efforts.

Jesse Jacksc)fl

Our editor goes

Nightclub in
Toledo to hand
out boobjob

more time than desired.
"We've had some minor internal issues, and 1 think that's
hampered out ability to focus
more toward campus," he said.
But the direction USG has
taken is not the only thing they
regret. Little was disappointed
in the turnout al the State of the
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BLOTTER
WEDNESDAY
825 A.M.
Vehicle*, reported damaged in Lot 6
&55A.M.
Oaig R. Darnels Jr.. 54. of Bowling
Green, arrested on a warrant for
his arrest on menacing by stalking
and telephone harassment charges
IT his South Mam Street apartment. Police went to Daniels' home
and told him about the charges.
He demanded to see a copy of
the charges and was told he'd be
given a copy of the paperwork
Daniels then tried to slam his door
on the police. When an officer
prevented him from doing so. he
ran into the back of the apartment.
Police tackled him in his living room
and he continued to resist arrest.
Eventually, he was handcuffed and
taken to the Wood County Justice
Center
1002 A.M.
Juvenile at Bowling Green High
School on West Poe Road reported
!o have marijuana.
10:42 A.M.
Vehicles reported damaged in Lot 8.
NOON
Possible invasion of privacy reported

in Kreischer-Compton.

USG

12:36 P.M.
Carol Dallas Bowles. 54, of
Melvmdale. Mich., arrested for no
license and falsification at Interstate
75 and Wooster Street after he was
reported putting tires in his van.
He was taken to jail and held on
ill. 000 bond.

From Page 1
"Honestly. I don't know of
anything USG has ever accomplished, that's not a slain, hut
I don't remember them ever
doing anything," said /iggy
Williamson, senior.
Others question what level of
influence the student government has.
"It doesn't seem like they
have a huge role in Howling
Green because no one really
knows about them, or even
who's in the student government," freshman Mike llahn
said.
lb Messmore, accomplishing goals is the best way to create student awareness about

3:20 P.M.
Caller reported receiving an anonymous e-mail indicating bikes were
stolen from MacDonald North.
4:01 P.M.
Intoxicated man and woman
reported to have left Lot 2 after the
woman peed in the parking lot.
8:34 PM.
Martha Mendieta. 45. of Bowling
Green, arrested for criminal trespassing, disorderly conduct and
resisting arrest at an East Napoleon
apartment complex after she was
reported to be intoxicated and
banging on a door. Mendieta was
taken to jail on $12,500 bond.

the government body that represents (item.
"They always worry about
getting their name out there.
If they simply focus on making changes that directly affect
students then that I'H "will lx'
accomplished for them," she
said.
Hiough thesemesterbrouglit
about a few struggles, little
said USG lias still made some
improvements toward certain

THURSDAY
1:30 A.M.
Mark A. McCray. 22. of Bowling
Green, arrested for assault in a
North Main Street parking lot. He
was lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center on $1 000 bond

issues, like their open forums
intended to infant) students on
the issues of rollover dollars and
the November election.
Little is most proud of his
work mobing the issue of the
BGl Card and bursarabtes.
When the University was told
they were illegally extending
the credit of the state, BGSU
President Sidney Kibeau was
detemiined to be in compliance with the law as soon as
possible.
But little knew this would be
a difficult transition far students
and student organizations, and
fought to delay the transition.
"We wanted to make sure
students were awaie and make
sure that students were involved
in the process," he said.
little and bis team asked
Kibeau to wait until May this
year to SUrt the new program,
which will be a debit system.
"1 le listened and he was great
with this whole thing," little
said.
little hopes USG will have
similar successes this semester.
Some of its top priorities include
the Pride in BGSU campaign,
rewriting the USG constitution and starting a downtown
shuttle route.

JORDUN FLOWER

Monkey hanging in cold BG
COOL SWINGING: Shannon Onslow hangs out in a tree on campus in order to raise
money lor OPAC. the Outdoor Program Adventure Club and squints as an ice-cold watei
balloon hits her hard The group does programs like the climbing wall and trips.

B-BALL

jf LeaderShape
Bowling Green State University

LeaderShape™
Institute!
w

It's a life-changing
experience...
-Erica Burger, 06 participant

One of the best
experiences I've had as
a student at BGSU."

From Page I
and arrested Sullivan for forgery andtheft. He was taken to the
Wood County lustice Center. A
preliminary hearing for the case
will be held on Feb. 2.
In an e-mail to The lit; News
yesterday, Assistant Athletic
Director I.D. Campbell declined
to comment on the arrest.
"We do not believe it is appro-

ZOMBIES
From
The organization, which is
called IKiOndead, was approved
by the Office of Campus
Involvement last Friday and
stands for BowlingGreen United
Nerf Defense for the Elimination
of the Animated Dead. They
hope to hold two human versus zombie games every semes-

w

Everyone should experience
Leadershape for themselves!"
-Aysen Ulupinar, 06 participant

LeaderShape.TM
rs a once-in-a-lifetime
experience that will
change your perspective
on leadership!
Hundreds of student
leaders have been affected by
LeaderShape™.

Will you be next?

Informatioi
Sessions]
•Tuesday, January 30* - 309 BTSU ft9.'l
•Wednesday, February 7* - 309 BTSUj
|«*-3D9i

For more information, contact
the Office of Campus Involvement at:
involved(5)bgsu.edu or call 372-2343
VnanpiPinn.html

priate to comment on legal matters until a situation is resolved
through the appropriate channels both on-campns and off,"
he wrote.
In the five games he played in
this season, Sullivan scored an
average of 1.2 points and averaged six minutes on the court
pergame.llislastgamewasDec.
9 against Central Arkansas.
Sports Editor lolin Turner
and Assistant Sports Editor
Colin Wilson contributed to this
report.

ter. One at the beginning of the
semester, and one after midterms, Murphy said.
When inquiring about the
arrests last semester, Smeltzer
assures there are no hard feelings between police and students,
"It was a big oversight the first
time on our part; we didn't notify the police first," he said. "All
charges against students carrying guns were dropped."

New Frontiers
Have Fun...it's what we're all about!!!

**i

-Kari Rood, 05 participant

IHi 8GNIWS

125 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

419-353-7379
newfrontiers2006@yahoo.com
Tues-Friday 10am - 9pm
Saturday 10am-Midnight • Sunday 10am - 7pm
Monday Closed

Whether you're interested in tabletop wargames,
collectible card games, role-playing games, or learning how to paint and hobby terrain and toy soldiers,
we are the place to see. Located in the historic downtown district of Bowling Green, we are easy to find just
off the intersections of Wooster and Main St. We offer a fun, safe and responsible environment for our
customers of all ages.
Some of the great product lines we carry:
Games Workshop, Warmachine, Hordes, Magic the
Gathering, Dungeons & Dragons, Vallejo Game Color,
Galeforce Nine gaming aids, White Wolf Publishing,
UltraPro, Upper Deck Entertainment, and many other
great lines and games.. check us nut1"

CAMPBELL HILL
Apts.1-75
2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

Town houses

Townhouses

• Deposit Special
$400
• Furnished
• 1 Half &1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

• Deposit Special
$500
• Furnished
• 1 Half & 1 Full Bath
• Full basement
• Air conditioned
• Microwave
• Washer/Dryer
• 2 BGSU Shuttle Stops
• Plenty of Parking
• Dishwasher
• Garbage Disposal

Starting at

Ranting tor

]

$765/month

$950/month

j

(LirSR)

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419)352-0717

| www.greenbriarrentals.com

CAMPUS
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GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Seme events lafcen fwn evmobgsuedu

2:30- 3:30 p.m
Tech Trend Series:
Mike Harrington
206 Union

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.
Friday Early Show:
The Prestige
Union Theater

8 p.m.
Nine Planets and
Counting
112 Physical Sciences Bldg.
Untimed evp-t

Billiards Tournament
Black Swamp Pub

Film reveals tickling threats, students' hard work
By Kylt Reynolds
Reporter
The winners of the 2006 Falcon
Film Festival are showing their
new film "Doris and Balls:
Behind Enemy Mimes," and the
buzz around the film is anything
but silent.
Sophomores limmy Barker
and Scan Cruiser are back with
another film they're screening
in the Union Theater tomorrow
afternoon at 2,4 and 7 p.m. with
a panel discussion with the cast
and crew at 5:30 p.m.
The two met their senior year
of high school in Fairbom, Ohio,
whicb is where they shot their
new film with the help of friends

and family.
The idea for the film came after
watching a lot of MacGyver over
the summer.
"It's about the two most badass cops in the world and their
struggle to save the United States
from the French Tickler, an evil
mime terrorist, while overcoming their own personal struggles,"
Barker said.
The role of Balls is played by
Barker. His friend from home,
Micah Kemplin, plays the role of
Doris.
Barker knew he wanted to do
something in the performing arts
but not necessarily film.
"I always wanted to bean entertainer: I've done stuff in music,

written expression, and comedy."

Barker said.
Cruiser's Interns) was originally
in comic books.
"I always drew a lot. and wanted to do comics, bill il look loo
long, so I did movies which lakes
just as long." < '.miser said.
Barker and Cruiser both
wrote the script. Barker directed
the film and acted in il, while
Cruiser shot, ediled and did the
special effects.
"There are a few elaborate
green screen shots that suspend
reality," Barker said. "There is a
high-speed chase where 1 jump
from one ca r to a not her."
The enjoyment of seeing the
audience's reaction to the films is

Underexposed, and says he
enjoys working with them.

what makes the filmmaking process most worthwhile for Barker.
"It's a lot of fun, hut the main
reason I do il is for audience
response," Barker said. "Once i
week someone will notice you
from the Falcon Film Festival."
The film will air on the USA
network in February. Barker
and Cruiser are also working
on a TV series for USA railed
Underexposed.'
"It's about a filmmaker in college." Barker said, it's based
on situations that actual!) hap
iH'ncd, bul more ridiculous than
real life. I her haracters arc more

Tnej are hard working, creative guysand n lot of fun to work
with," Davis said.
Barkei and I ruisei Imih bring
different things to the table
according to Stefan Hall, film
instructor,
Thej have different personalities," Hall said. "Jimmy is more
of a show man and Sean is a
link* more on the strategy side
oi camp, I he) compliment each
other well."

exaggerated."
lim Davis, lilm Instructor,

"I want to do exactly what we
do now, bul fbi credit," Cruiser

is the adviser for their series.

said.

Both ni ihem w isli to continue
making movies fbi a living

Ohio city's alcohol sales sinfully taxing

Gambling on an addiction

By Robert Taylor & Andrew
Gaug
U-Wire

By Pam Louwagie
MCT
MINNEAPOLIS — The allure of
gambling calls out to Matthew
Bowks-Roth wherever he goes.
When he drives on the freeway,
casino billboards entice him
with riches. When he buys cigarettes at the convenience store,
lottery tickets shine under the
glass counter. When he Hips
through TV channels, guys
his age appear in high-stakes
poker tournaments, beaming
like movie stars. Each time,
Matthew pauses. He can't take
that path again. He forces himself lo rememberwhat it was like
when he did: Lying. Stealing.
Dropping out of college.
"There's tons of things that I
just wish I had never done," he
says now, four years later.
At 22, Matthew has experienced the grip of gambling in a
way most people never will. In
just three years, he went from
someone who had never gambled to compulsive gambler to
recovering addict.
He is part of an age group that
is drawing increasing concern
from gambling-addiclion counselors, government regulators
and college administrators.
Card playing and Internet
gambling have increased

Friday. January 26.2007 3

KENT, Ohio — In an efforl to
raise money for the city of Kent,
Ohio, local officials are looking
Into I he possibility of a sin lax on
alcohol sali's.
The tax would probably be 4
cents, City Manager Dave Roller

said, with the revenue going
toward the Kent Department of
Public Safety, though what they
would fund and how much of it
would he Implemented has not
been set.
While Ohio allows counties to
implement sin laws. If Keni were
in apply the extra tax ii would be
the first tax of its kind iii a city.
Barhoppers shouldn't worr)

yet; a law prohibiting cities to
implement a sin tax would have
in be amended for the tax to |
become a reality, and the state
has inn voiced an) Interesl yet.
"Our law director wrote our
state representative this week to
see if they could remodify the
law to focus on cities," Hullei said.
"Right now we are fishing to see
what we can get."

ew DJ Info Nite!
RICHARD 1S0NG TMURII

ALL IN: Matthew Bowles-Roth, a recovering gambler, holds up the ace of spades from
Mystic Lake Casino where he played blackjack emensively in Minneapolis. Minnesota.
January 8.2007
among zcollege-age men in
recent years, according to one
study in Pennsylvania. And
many of them learned the game
in high school.
In many cases, "parents are
actually strongly encouraging
their kids to play poker," said
leff Dcrevensky, co-direclor
of the International Centre for
Youth Gambling Problems and
High-Risk Behaviors at McGUI
University in Montreal, Quebec.
"They would prefer them to
be in their basements playing

poker than doing something
'more dangerous' like drinking
and doing drugs."
Research is scant about college-age gambling participation over time. And studies
conflict on the question of
whet her young people are more
susceptible to become problem gamblers — some studies
say yes, others cast doubt on
that premise. Still, researchers
are concerned that gambling
accessibility could lead lo more
problems.

Come see what we
have to offer!

1610 am /
BQ Radc NOWB
do you *«▼• « lore of good muola?
are rou
'U iatorostod
intarested In
in sports or navs cnutlnir?
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Come find out what BG radio has to offer!!!
music of ev.ry variety • talk • sports • news • so much more!!!
- great experience for Tcomm malorsl
- ■ great experience for everyone else!
- OPf N to 4/1 community members.
NOT

lust students!!!

Tuesday. January 30thP
9:15pm. 121 West Hall
BGSU campus
WE ARE COUEGE AND COMMUNITY RADIO!!!

DIE HOTTEST INT H TOM

Mid \ in Manor
641 Third Si.
702 Third Si.
839 Fourth St.

STOP IN TO TOUR AND SEE WHY!

Am

Charlesttmn Apts.
7IUSco1l ttamillon
730 SOON Hamilton

15

ananement
Houses \ Mutable
close lo campus

('all in make mi appointment unlay!
Mill Am Management
Ml Third "4 BG
352-4:180

•Priuate shuttle to & from campus
•2 resort style pools & 2 oversized Jacuzzis
•3 high pressure tanning domes
•HUGE 24 hr fitness center
Office Hours:
Monday Friday
8:30
7 •■
Saturday
10*M-4PM

Sunday
12
4

•Washer & dryer in every apartmen
•Free internet in every bedroom
THC iNCLAVi APARTMiMTS

Leasing up fast for Fall 2007

877.819.6802
Napoleon Rd. Bowling Groan • www.coUogoparkweb.coni

Mark Swamp Pub 9am - 4:30pm

OP

"I know my mom would take me to see it. You have to prepare your
children for things that happen in the world. Everything isn't rosy."
- Dakota Fanning. 12, on a controversial rape sequence in her new movie,
Hounddog. from Time.com
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you like to see USG do this semester?
"What is USG?"

"If they did a student

"Advertise more

"We should be able

about what they do

to smoke outside, no

poll to ask us what

with campus."

matter what. They

we want"

fe

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own tale on
today's People On The

should look at that."

Street? Or a suggestion for
MERCEDES DAVIS,
Senior, Sociology and
Ethnic Studies

SHANNON POLACEK.
Senior. Marketing

ANN SMITH.
Sophomore. Education

RYAN MCDERMOTT.
Sophomore. Criminal
Justice

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com

STAFF EDITORIAL CAMPUS POLITICS

Talk less, do more: Let's
take a stand on campus
With one semester behind us in the
academic year, it's time to look back
and evaluate our Undergraduate
Student Government.
Voted in to represent the voice of the students, IIM i is supposed to lie taking on the
issues affecting campus.
What we al The ltd News have seen, however, is a lack of tangible accomplishment Many
ideas and issues have been dismissed in front
of USG and many promises have been made,
but lew have been carried out.
Hie leaders at IJSC • need to realize the full
responsibility of their power. Students vranl to
see change on campus, and they voted Bernard
Little and Kristin Kublis into office to bring
about that change.
We don't mean to put all the pressure on
IIS(,. there's an equal amount ol blame to be
placed on the apathy of our studenl body. It's
hard to listen to the students if they never come
ma single USG meeting.
but that is part ol the job of the USG senators. With the position comes a prerequisite
that you be excited about the issues, excited
about change. It's the job of USG to infect the
student population with that same excitement.
IJSCi needs to reach out to students, even
if Ihey don't seem to want to listen. Senators
need to be probing the campus to find out
what really matters to students, what they will

get excited about and what they would like to
see changed.
It will he a lot of
work, but members of
K YOU DECIDE
IJSC! must remember
Whdtwouldyou
ihey are operating
like to see USG do this
on the student's paysemester? Send an e-mail to
roll and they have a
thenews@bgnewscom and
responsibility to all
tell us vihat you think, or post
of us.
feedback on our Web site
There are ways to
accomplish this. The
ISG News would like to encourage USG to set
more tangible and specific goals. Goals that
can be shared with the student body and goals
that can be reached.
There are several chances for USG to do this.
Upcoming issues such as the Coalition Against
Rising Tuition and the implementing of a
downtown shuttle route, provide perfect chances for USG to lay down step-by-step outlines of
what they would like to see accomplished.
USG has let down the students this past
semester. The sitting leaders still have a chance
to make it up to us — there are three months
left in the semester. Student. need to see
changes on this campus and USG should be
making them happen.
So USG members please, talk less and do
more with the time you have left. Let's see a
USG with something to be really proud of.

Plastic grocery bags: Keep out
of reach of the environment
mW

CHAD PUTERBAUGH

BMflSl
Do you remember your last trip
to one of the grocery stores?
You probably browsed, found
your selection and bought it.
Afterward, the inevitable would
have been asked: Would you like
a bag?
Well ol course I want a hag!
I low else am I going to get this
junk into my room?
Though getting the standard
plastic bag at the grocery may
seem like a simple act of convenience, the repercussions are
quite large.
When considering the
amount of |x-nple who an- also
getting bags, the amount of hags
per person, and the number
of trips to die grocery store in
a week, we're talking a serious
amount of plastic.
This is not a new issue.
According to Socialpiiges.com,
nearly 10 million plastic bags
are thrown away (not recycled)
every day around the world.
These 10 million plastic bags,
which, among other things,
do not decompose, have been
known to be accidentally ingested by unsus|>ecling animals,
and clog drainage ditches.
The myriad of bad effects
from the use and improper disposal of plastic bags may pale in
comparison to over consumption of oil or coal, but unlike
either of these materials plastic
bag consumption is easy to fix.

More progressive nations in
Europe and the former continent turned country Australia
have all adopted legislation to
reduce the use of plastic bags.
The legislation is largely in the
form of an extra fee that one
would have to pay each time •
a plastic bag is acquired from
a store.
The thought is a simple economic principle: I he higher
the price, the less quantity is
demanded. Put another way:
topic are going to be upset that
they have to pay, so they may
not rely so much on plastic.
A reduction in plastic bags
does not necessarily have to
lead to a reduction in shopping. Often progressive Web
sites offer suggestions for people who are trying to decrease
their waste. Such suggestions
include reusing those plastic
bags that you have stored in
your room, or to bring your
own cloth bag to the store.
The benefits of the "supply
your own bag" strategy are
plentiful. For one, it is accessible to anyone who has gone
shopping before. Also, it allows
anyone who wishes to. in a
small way, contribute to a better world. As an eventual effect,
less plastic bags in circulation
will mean fewer bags in the
trash, clogging pipes, or trapping small sea animals.
The sad truth is that we, as
Americans, are taught to abide
by... or at least recognize the
three R's: reduce, reuse and recycle, yet we only seem to employ
recycling. What makes the
three R's a valuable tool is its allencompassing dimeasions. To
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resort solely to recycling is nqt
necessarily a way to decrease
energy consumption.
By reusing plastic bags, or
opting for cloth bags, consumers can bypass the energy
required to run recycling plants,
only further benefiting the
earth.
Even if you can't bring yourself to remember every single
time you shop, there have been
massive efforts lately to improve
recycling technology. According
to Plasticsresoiirce.com, the
number of plastic recycling
facilities has grown bv 80 percent since 1990.
Also, the market for recycled
plastics has also increased in
the past decade. According to
the same source, 56 percent of
recycled plastics turn into the
fiber for carpet and clothing,
another 22 percent are used
to make plastic bonles, and
around 18 percent are remade
as plastic piping.
As if this cornucopia of useful
items weren't enough, recycled
plastic bags have also become
a modem hip form of material
for carrying bags. Websites
such as hipandzen.com offer a
variety of products from bags
to sweaters made of things
like recycled plastic bags, and
recycled aluminum.
Environmentalism does not
have to be as scary as you might
think. With a little bit of effort,
and maybe some creativity,
helping the environment does
not have to be out of your reach.

Sendcomments to CrWftjteteuahdt
mpuleiGtgsuedu

USG needs a serious makeover
Combining USG and RSA would give students a voice they can actually use

More than 20,000 students
currently attend BGSU. With
that many minds wandering
around, filled with opinion
and ideas, it can be hard for
any University to know what
they can do to keep the student
body happy.
That's where the
Undergraduate Student
Government comes in.
According to the USG mission statement, its goal is to
"furthe|r| the needs of the
student body" and to "act
with vision, and meet not only
the current needs, but future
needs of the students" while
"provid[ing| opportunities for
students to learn, grow, and
lead."
But our USG isn't doing that.
After a semester of messy internal debacles, many students
are left wondering what's more
important: USG's by-laws or the
voices of the students?
Even when they tried to
speak to students in their annual State of the Student Body
Address, senators and onlookers agreed: The attendance was
abysmal.
In an article in The BG News
on Ian. 23, several senators discussed their belief that the USG
needs to be restructured. While
they are proposing a bicameral
student congress, similar to our
U.S. Congress, 1 propose a much
more dramatic change.
The USG is, in itself a formally useless organization. So why
do we still have it? Well, because
of what I mentioned earlier:
it's hard for the University to
hear from 20,000 individual
students. It's much easier to
hear from one group of studentelected representatives.
My proposal is that we disband the USG and combine it
and its duties with our Resident
Student Association.
Now stop gasping, it's not
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an original idea, lust this past
September a private university in Tennessee, Vanderbilt
University, did exactly the
same thing.
They combined their Student
Government Association
(the equivalent of our USG)
and Interhall (RSA) to form
the Vanderbilt Student
Government.
An article in the campus
newspaper, The Vanderbilt
Hustler, the president of
Interhall, Devin Donovan
explained the need for the
change: "Vanderbilt Student
Government will take on all of
the responsibilities and the services that are currently offered,
but it will eliminate the redundancies and inefficiencies that
currently exist."
The change will take place for
the beginning of the next academic year.
Our University needs to consider the benefits of adopting
this change here in BG. The RSA
acts as the voice of on-campus
students. It governs every Hall
Council on campus and does
more for students than USG.
And while RSA currently
deals with the social aspect of
life at the University, it's been
very successful in its efforts.
Included in its list of accomplishments for this year are
three leadership conferences
here at BG, two semester startoff events boasting attendance
of more than 300 people each
and the fact that representatives
serving on RSA are all from Hall
Councils where students who
actually know the candidates
have voted them into office.
The RSA's mission statement,
taken directly from its Web site,
says, The purpose of this organization is to provide a voice for
resident students, to improve
the quality of life on campus,
to promote unity and community among university housing
units, and to promote diversity
and awareness for all resident
students of Bowling Green State
University."
Sounds familiar, no? The
USG and RSA are trying to do
nearly the same thing. They're

trying to provide a voice for the
students.
The main difference is that
RSA actually accomplishes
its goals, and has an impact
on student life, while the USG
hides behind its constitution
and its rules of order, and never
gets much done.
On its list of accomplishments this year, the USG has
held several open forums on
issues relating to the campus.
Talking, but never acting.
The "legislation" passed
by the USG on the issue of
lowering the minimum GPA
requirement was a joke. At one
page long, with half the page
dedicated to those the "legislation" would be forwarded to, it
essentially said the USG really
doesn't think this is a good idea.
Its representation of the
"voice of campus" is a cute title
used to accomplish nothing.
And we pay them 521,607 to
do it. This is compared to the
$3,500 total that RSA offices
split amongst themselves.
The USG needs to consider
the needs of the students when
re-evaluating the structure of
its organization.
And don't make too many
assumptions about what other
students want. You might be
surprised to know that the
proposal to combine the SGA
and Interhall at Vanderbilt was
approved in an astounding
1,056:112 vote.
Why should we have to pay
more to a group that accomplished less? Why should we
have to vote for leaders who
make vague and empty campaign promises like they were
sleazy politicians in training?
Let's take some advice from
a university older than us, let's
cut down on redundancies
and inefficiencies by combing
the USG and RSA to form an
organization that can act as
the voice of all students while
both battling current issues and
providing students with a real
service they can use.

SeadammenB to Amanda hfanvat
nowrrB@6asu.edu.
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JACKSON
From Page 1
Eventually, he met his idol and
came to work closely with him as
aleaderoftheSouthernChristian
LeadershipConference.Together
they worked to stage protest rallies, marches and boycotts that
helped bring an end to |im Crow
segregation in the south.
But when ask how he managed to become a part of King's
inner circle, Jackson quipped
that it wasn't particularly difficult.
"It was $37.50 weekly pay.
There was no health insurance.
And it required a willingness to
be shot." he said. "There was not
a long line of ipplicants."
lackson's work continued even
after King was assassinated. As
founder of the Rainbow/Push
Coalition, Jackson said that he
continues to advocate for King's
message.
"We must not admire him,"
Jackson said. "But we must be
willing to follow him."
Although he's known for his
commitment to civil rights
issues within the United States,
he has also pursued humanitarian issues abroad, said Kim
Kirkland, Affirmative Action
Officer at the University and
member of the Martin Luther
King Legacy committee responsible for bringing Jackson to
campus.
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"While civil rights is a big part
of his work, he's also inserted
himself into global affairs,"
Kirkland said.
On the international stage
Jackson has worked closely
with Nelson Mandela and others to help promote democracy
in Africa and has taken part in
Middle East peace negotiations.
His work has also led him into
the world of politics. A two-time
presidential candidate, Jackson
ran in 1984 and again in 1988.
Although he did not win the
White House, Jackson said that
his bids were a success.
"The victory was in registering
millions of new voters," he said.
Today Jackson continues to
speak out on issues, calling for
a leveling of the playing field
through making education
available for all. He said that
Americans have done a poor
job keeping up with countries
like India and Pakistan when it
comes to providing and education to all its citizens.
'They make smart doctors, we
make smart bombs," he said.
This commitment to education, combined with all his other
accomplishments made him an
ideal speaker for young people,
said Jill Carr, member of the
Legacy committee and dean of
students.
"He just has this connection
to history," Carr said. "Students
can really gain a lot from his perspective and his experience."

HYMN
From Page 1

The repetition began again
with the lyrics:
"I need you, you need me.
We're all a part of God's
body.
Stand with me, agree with
me.
We're all a part of God's
body."
He moved the audience to
song. He called for an even
playing field for everyone.
"We did not know how good
baseball could be until blacks
could play," lackson said.
Another example lackson
offered to the audience concerned the high number of
Indian and Pakistani doctors
in the United States. They are
paid $40,000 to go to school in
their home countries, while it
costs $100,000 to attend school
to become a doctor here, he
said.
Valuing multicultural learning was another suggested
pathway to an even playing
field. Language is used to communicate, but not to divide
Jackson said. So he asked for
more people to learn new languages.

"We need a new
direction, new
priorities. This is
the time for a
change."
Jesse Jackson | Activist
"English is a great language;
Jesus didn't speak it, however,"
Jackson said, which brought
the filled ballroom to cheers
and clapping.
Then he began talking
about King. Jackson told about
King's last birthday, which was
spent planning a march to
Washington, D.C.
King had already given his "I
have a dream" speech, which
lackson said should properly
be called a broken promise
speech.
"Lincoln promised first
class citizenship and freedom," lackson said, adding
Congress had passed the 13th
Amendment, but there still
was no equality. Jackson said
that is what King meant when
he said, "America has given
the Negro people a bad check,

a check which has come back
marked 'insufficient funds."
"We suffer from a broken
promise," lackson reiterated.
"We can't have a dream unless
they honor the promise."
Before that promise comes,
Jackson said a new direction
is needed.
"We need a new direction,
new priorities," lackson said.
"This is the time for a change."
And then he called for some
repetition once more.
He and the audience chanted, "Nobody has a right to
degrade anybody."
Then they said, "You can't
beat this school and want
lower tuition and not register
to vote."
lackson meant that without voting, change cannot be
made, and to make change,
Jackson wanted everyone to
follow King's legacy: "To act
in the courage of your convictions."
So after his speech, he asked
for everyone in the audience
to come forward. He wanted
all of those students to register to vote. Twenty students
joined this line, and he told
them they would be able to
register to vote in the library
today at noon.

"I hope that people will go
out and register to vote," said
junior Kelli Brown.
There is so much pain and
hurt in the world, and everyone needs to know about it. she
said. That knowledge needs to
be passed along and used to
vote.
But senior Marcus Thomas is
still leery of voting. I le believes
the electoral college has too
much control over the decision
of who becomes president.
Nonetheless, Thomas still
plans on registering to vote;
not today, but sometime in the
future.
President Ribeau hopes
that students will remember
lackson's message about voting and then educate themselves so they are awate of the
issues they are voting either for
or against.
"We need to do more prior
to elections and build on that,"
Ribeau said.
lackson also felt strongly
about educated voting.
For example, the 18,000 students at the University have a
community of interest. They
could stand up to fight for
what they believe in and witness the power of their vote,
lackson said.

The Tech Trends series is an exploration of the
issues and trends in technology teaching and learning.
The series is sponsored by the Information
Technology Committee (ITC), the Office of the
Executive Vice President and the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.

Copyright Issues
in YouTube,
Second Life and
Other Adventures
in the .Metaverse
Friday, Jan. 26, 2:30 p.m.
206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
ECHO VARGAS I THE B6 NEWS

SHUT OUT: The crowd looks on in admiration as they watch the Reverend Jesse Jackson
on a the screen in the Multi-purpose room in the Union The ballroom was Mist's above.

SPRING BREAK
INFORMATION
800-488-8828

E. Michael Harrington, a professor of
entertainment and music business and an
authority on intellectual property law at Belmont
University in Nashville, Tenn., will discuss
"Copyright Issues in YouTube, Second Life
and Other Adventures in the Metaverse:
How Technology Is Changing Music, Law,
Politics and Higher Education."

www.sandpiperbeaton.com
FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR*
'V«UD KM Fill! 1000 KSItVAtlON*.

Why Should We Care about
Net Neutrality?

BRAND NEW FOR
FALL 2007

Alex Curtis, director of policy and new media for
Public Knowledge, a technology activist group,
will present his views on net neutrality.
Wednesday, Feb. 28, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

CAMPBELL HILL
5 Bedroom Townhouses
2 Full Baths, 2 Half Baths
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher
$1650.°°/Mo + Utilities
(Limit 6)

For more details on these presentations
and the Tech Trends series, visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio/page26134.html

BUFF APARTMENTS
4 Bedroom Apartments
2 Full Baths, A/C, D/VV
1 Block from Campus
$1300.00/Mo + Utilities
(Limit 4)
Hours:
Bowling I iroen, OH
■

MOII I II *>,1M1 rpm

Saturday 9am-1 pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Next Tech Trends:

U.

/ mom would take me to see it. You have to prepare your
children for things that happen in the world. Everything isn t rosy'
Dakota Fanning. 12. on a controversial rape sequence in her new movie.
Hounddoq. from Time.com
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'hat would you like to see USG do this semester?
"If they did a student

"What is USG?"

poll to ask us what

• de.no

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

■

MERCEDES DAVIS.
Senior. Sociology and
Ethnic Studies

SHANNON POUCEK.
Senior Marketing

ANN SMITH,

RYANMCDERMOTT

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on

we want

' Ihey
•

k

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom
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Plastic grocery bags: Keep out
of reach of the environment
CHAD PUTERBAUGH
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resort solely to recycling is not
necessarily away lo decrease
energy consumption.
B\ reusing plastic bags, ot
opting for cloth bags, consumers can bypass die energy
required to run recycling plants,
onlj further benefiting the
earth.
I van il you can't bring yoursell torcmembei every single
lime you simp, there have been
massive efforts lately toimprove
recycling technology, \ccording
to Plasrksresource.com, the
number ol plastii recycling
facilities has grown by 80 pet
eeiil since IS

\lsii. tin- niiiiket im recycled
plastics has also increased in
the p.isl decade. \ccordinglo
the same source, 56 percent of
iec M led plastics turn into the
fibet Im carpel and clothing,
another 22 pen ent are used
to make plastii hollies, and
around 18 percent are remade
as plastic piping
\- il ibis cornucopia of useful
items weren't enough, recycled
plastk bags have also become
a modem hip form of material
im carrying bags. Websites
such ash'pandzen.com oflei a
variety ol products from bags
to sweaters ni.iileol things
like recycled plastic bags, and
recycled aluminum,
! .nuninnicinalism docs mil
have to be as scary as you might
think. With a little bit of effort,
and maybe some creativity,
helping the environment does
not have to be out of your reach.
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SG needs a serious makeover
Combining USG and RSA would give students a voice they can actually use

AM
AMANDA HOOVER

Mine ili.in 20,000students
currently attend BGSU. With
that many minds wandering
around, tilled with opinion
and ideas, il c an be hard for
any University to know what
ihey cm do to keep the studem
body happy.
I hat's where the
Undergraduate Student
< lovernmenl comes in.
According to the USG mission statement, its goal is to
"furthe|l the needs ol the
student body" and to "act
with vision, and meet not only
thecurreni needs, but future
needs of the students" while
provid ing opportunities for
students to learn, grow, and
lead."
Kin our USG isn't doing that.
Alter a semester of messy internal debacles, many students
are left wondering what's more
important: USG's by-laws or the
voices of the students?
liven when (hey tried to
speak to students iii their annual State of the Student Body
Address, senators and onlookers agreed: The attendance was
abysmal.
In an article in The H( i News
on Ian. L':t. several senators discussed their belief thai the use
needs to be restructured While
they are proposing a bicameral
student congress, similar to our
U.S. Congress, I propose a much
more dramatic change.
The USG is, in itself a formally useless organization, sou by
do we still have It? Well, because
of what I mentioned earlier:
it'shard for the University to
hear from 20.0(111 individual
Students. It's much easier to
hear from one group of studentelected representatives.
My proposal is that we disband the USd and combine il
and its dm ies wit hour Resident
Student Association.
Now .cop gasping, it's not

EDITOR

sleazy politicians in training?
lei's take some advice from
a university older than us. let's
cut down on redundancies
and inefficiencies by combing
the USG and RSA to form an
organization that can act as
the voice ol'all students while
both hauling current issues and
providing students with a real
service they can use.
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i lustier, the president of
Interhall, Devin Donovan
explained I he need lor the
change: "Vanderhilt Student
Government will take on all of
the responsibilities and the set
\ icesib.it are currently offered,
but it will eliminate the redundancies and inefficiencies thai
currently exist."
I lie change will lake place lot
the beginning of the next academic year.
Our University needs to con
sider the benefits ol adopt ing
this change here in BG. I he RSA
acts as the voice of on-campus
students. It governs every Hall
(louncil on campus and does
more for students than USG.
And while USA currently
deals with the social aspect ol
life at the University, it's been
very successful in its efforts.
included in iis list oi accomplishments lor this year tire
three leadership conferences
here at IK!, two semesiei start
off events boasting attendance
of more than 300 people each
and the tact that representatives
serving on RSA are all from Hall
(Councils where Students who
actually know the candidates
have voted them into office.
I he USA's mission statement,
taken directly from its Web site,
says, The purpose of this organization is to provide a voice for
resident students, lo improve
the quality of life on campus,
to promote unity and community among university housing
units, and to promote diversity
and awareness for all resident
students of Howling Green State
University."
Sounds familiar, no? The
USG and RSA are trying to do
nearly the same thing. They're

LISA HALVERSTADT. CITY NEWS EDITOR

Bowling Green. Ohio 434031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

Web site: http://www.bgnews.com

newspaper. I he Vanderhilt

trying to provide a voice for the
students.
I he main difference is that
RSA actually accomplishes
its goals, and has an impact
on student life, while the USG
hides behind its constitution
and iis rules of order, and nevei
gels much done.
On its list of accomplishments this year, the USG has
held several open forums on
issues relating to the campus,
talking, hui nevei acting.
fbe "legislation" passed
by the USG on the issue of
lowering the minimum GPA
requirement wasa joke. \t one
page long, with half the page
dedicated to those the "iegisla
tion" would be forwarded to. it
essentially said ihe USG really
doesn't think this is a good idea.
Its representation ol the
"voice ol campus" isa cute title
used lo accomplish nothing.
And we pay them $21,607 to
doit, ibis is compared to the
(3,500 total that RSA offices
split amongst themselves.
I he USG needs to consider
the needs of the students when
re-evaluating the structure of
Its organization,
And don't make too many
assumptions about what other
students want You might be
surprised to know that the
proposal to combine the SGA
and Interhall at Vanderhilt was
approved in an astounding
1,056:112 vote.
Why should we have to pay
more to a group that accomplished less? Why should we
have to vote for leaders who
make vague and empty campaign promises like they were

CANDICE JONES. CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

AMANDA HOOVER. OPINION EDITOR

210 West Hall

an original idea, lust ibis past
September a private univei
sily in lenncssec. Vanderhilt
University, did exactly the
same thin;;.
I hey combined their Student
Government Association
the equivalent ol out IIS(I|
and Interhall (RSA) to form
the Vanderhilt Student
Government.
An article in the campus

RACHEL GREENFIELD, DESIGN EDITOR
BRANDON NOBLE. ONLINE EDITOR

GUEST COLUMNS are longer
pieces between 400 and 500 words.
These are usually also in response
to a current issue on the Universitys
campus or (he Bowling Green area
The maximum number ol submissions for columns is two per month

P0UCIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on (he Opinion Page
permils Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

t MAIL SUBMISSIONS
attachment lo thenews-bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" Only emailed letters
and columns will be considered for
printing All letters are sub|ect lo
review for length and clarity before
printing
Opinion columns do not necessaiiry
reflect the view ol The BG News
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JACKSON
From Page'
Eventually, he met his idol and
came to woilc closely with him as
aleaderoftheSouthernChrlstian
I eadershipt inference, together
they worked to stage protest rallies, marches and boycotts thai
helped bring an end to lira Crow
segregation in the south.
Bui when ask how he managed ID become a pan of king's
inner circle, lackson quipped
that ii wasn't particularly difficult.
"It was $37.50 weekly pay.
There was no health insurance.
And ii required a willingness to
be shot," he said. "There was not
a long line of applicants."
lackson's work continued even
alter kill); was assassinated. As
founder ol the Rainbow/Push
Coalition, lackson said that he
continues lo advocate lor king's

message.
"We must not admire him,"
lackson said. Tint we must lie

willing to follow him."
Although he's known lor his
commitment to civil rights
issue, within the United Slates,
he has also pursued humanitarian issues abroad, said Kim
Kirkland, Affirmative Action
Officer at the University and
member of tin- Martin Luthei
King Legacy committee respon
sible tor bringing lackson to
campus.

"While civil rights is a hig part
of his work, hi's also inserted
himseli into global affairs."
Kirkland said.
On the international stage
lackson has worked closely
with Nelson Mandela and orders to help promote democracy
in Africa and has taken part in
Middle Hast peace negotiations.
I lis work has also led him into
the world ol politics. A two-time
presidential candidate, lackson
ran in 1984 and again in I9HH.
Although he did not win the
White House, lackson said that
his bids were,i success

"The victory was in registering
millions ol new voters," lie said.
Today lackson continues to
speak out on issues, calling for
a leveling of the playing field
through making education
available lor all. He said that
Americans have clone a poor
job keeping up with countries
like India and Pakistan when it
conies to providing and education to all its citizens.
"They make smart doctors, we
make smart bombs," he said.
This commitment to educa
lion, combined with all his other
accomplishments made him ,u\
ideal speaker lor young people,
said lill (arr, member of the
I egacy committee and dean of
students.
"He jusi has this connection
to history" Can said. "Students
can reall) gain a lot from his perspective and his experience."

HYMN
From Page 1
Hie repetition began again
with the lyrics:
"I need you. you need me

We're all a part of God's
body.
Stand with me. agree with
me.
We're all a par! of God's
body."
He moved the audience lo
song. He called lor an even
playing field for everyone.
"We did not know how good
baseball could be until blacks
could play.'' lackson said.
Another example lackson
offered to the audience concerned the high number of
Indian and Pakistani doctors
in the United Stales. They are
paid $40,000 lo go to school in
their home countries, while il
costs S 100,000 to at tend school
to become a doctor here, he
said.
Valuing multicultural learning was another suggested
pathway to an even playing
field. Language is used to communicate, hut not lo divide
lackson said. So be asked lor
more people lo learn new languages.

"We need a new
direction, new
priorities. This is
the time for a
change."
"English is a greal language:
lesusdidn't speak it. however,"
lackson said, which hroughl
the tilled ballroom lo fhecis
and clapping
Then he began talking
about King, lackson told about
King's last birthday, which was
spent planning a march to
Washington, D.C.
King had already given his "I
have a dream'' speech, which
lackson said should properly
be called a broken promise
speech.
"Lincoln promised first
class citizenship and tree
dnm." lackson said, adding
Congress had passed the 13th
Amendment, but there -.till
was no equality, lackson said
thai is what King meant when
he said. "America has given
the Negro people a bad check,

a check which has come back
marked 'insufficient funds,
"We sutler from a broken
promise,' lackson reiterated.
"We can't have a dream unless
the) honor the promise."
Before that promise conies,
lackson said .i Mi» dirotlion
is needed.
"We need a new direction,
new priorities," lackson said.
"this is the lime lot a change."
And then he called fot some
repetition once more.
He and the audience chain
ed. "Xohoch has a right lo
degrade anybody."
I hen they said. "You can't
beat this school and uanl
lower tuition and not register
to vote."
lackson meant that With
out veiling, change cannot he
made, and lo make i I
l.ukson wanted everyone in
follow Kings legacy: " lo ac i
in the courage of your comic
lions.'
So after his speech, he asked
for everyone in the audieni e
io come forward. He wanted
all ol those students to register lo vote. I'weim siuclc-nis
joined this line, and he told
■hem they would he- able to
register to vote in the library
today at noon.

"I hope ill,it people u ;
out ,nn! registet lo vote,' said
junior ki Hi Blown.
I here is so nine 11 pain anil
burl in the world, and nm
one needs to know about it. site
said. I hat knowledge needs to
be passed .tiling and used to
vote
But senioi Marcus I homasis
still leer) >l voting. I le believes
• In- electoral ei>lle-ge has inn
much controlovet the decision
ol who becomes president
Nonetheless. I hennas still
plans on registering to vote:
not today, but sometime HI the
future,
President Kiheait hopes
that stiiclenis ,\ill remeinhel
about vot
ing and then eeluc ale I
sei,es si tlie] are aware <>t the
issues tin i arevoiingeitbei fot
illsl.

"We lie eel lei (iei Hleile pnol
loelei l ions and build on that
Hibeau said
lackson also felt si rough
about educated voting.
I en c-v.iIIi|>li- the Hi.nun sin
dents at 11ti- Universitv have ,e
community ol interest. I he\
could stand up l
.chat the) believe in and uii
ness the power ol tbeit vote
lackson said.

The Tech Trends series is an exploration of the
issues and trends in technology teaching and learning.
The series is sponsored by the Information
Technology Committee (ITC), the Office of the
Executive Vice President and the Office of the
Chief Information Officer.

Copyright Issues
in YouTube,
Second Life and
Other Adventures
in the Metaverse
Friday, Jan. 26, 2:30 p.m.
206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
ECHO VARGAS

SHUT OUT:
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'-'..Iti-purposeroom m the Union The
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SPRING BREAK
INFORMATION

800-488-8828

E. Michael Harrington, a professor of
entertainment and music business and an
authority on intellectual property law at Belmont
University in Nashville, Tenn., will discuss
"Copyright Issues in YouTube, Second Life
and Other Adventures in the Metaverse:
How Technology Is Changing Music. Law.
Politics and Higher Education."

www.sandpiperbeacon.com

FREE SPRING BREAK
MODEL SEARCH CALENDAR*
I

1000 USIBVAtlONS.

Next Tech Trends:

Why Should We Care about
Net Neutrality?
Alex Curtis, director of policy and new media for
Public Knowledge, a technology activist group,
will present his views on net neutrality.

CAMPBELL HILL
5 Bedroom Townhouscs
2 Full Baths, 2 Half Baths
A/C, Microwave, Dishwasher
S1650."°/ Mo + Utilities
(Limit 6)

BUFF APARTMENTS
4 Bedroom Apartments
2 Full Baths, A/C, DAV
1 Block from Campus
SI 300.""/Mo + Utilities
(Limit 4)
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402
419.352.0717

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am- 1pm

GREENBRIAR, INC.
www.greenbriarfentals.com

Wednesday, Feb. 28, 2:30-3:30 p.m.
206 Bowen-Thompson Student Union

For more details on these presentations
and the Tech Trends series, visit
www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio/page26134.html
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SIDELINES

Ohio University to cut
four varsity programs
ATHENS, Ohio (AP) — Ohio
University is dropping three
men's varsity sports and one
women's program to save
money and to help meet a federal requirement that men's
and women's athletic scholarships roughly equal the ratio of
men and women on campus.
Athletic director Kirby
Hocutt said yesterday that
men's swimming and diving,
men's indoor track and field,
men's outdoor track and field
and women's lacrosse will be
discontinued after this school
year.
That will leave Ohio with 16
varsity programs, the Division
l-A minimum.
The university, located
about 70 miles southeast from
Columbus, is committed to
being a Division I-A program,
Hocutt said in a statement
released by the university.
"Yet we are faced with some
significant problems that have
been in existence for several
years," he said. "If we don't
make these tough decisions
now, we would place our entire
program at risk."

HOCKEY
Gilbert unveils
blueprint for new
team in Cleveland
The Lake Erie Monsters will
play at Quicken Loans Arena
next year as a farm team for
the Colorado Avalanche See
Page 7

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:
Swimming:

SATURDAY

Hocutt said eliminating the
programs would save $685,000.
The athletic department
expects a $4 million deficit this
year but hopes to balance its
budget by 2011, he said.
Ohio University is the eighth
Mid-American Conference
member to eliminate varsity
programs since 1999, including two schools in Ohio. Miami
University eliminated men's
tennis, soccer and wrestling in
1999, and Bowling Green cut
men's tennis, swimming and
indoor and outdoor track and
field in 2002. Bowling Green
already had dropped wrestling
and men's lacrosse.
Hocutt said dropping the
men's programs was the only
way to comply with Title IX of
the Educational Amendments
of 1972.
"We are not in the financial position to add a women's
program, and therefore must
take alternative measures to
continue our commitment to
compliance with this federal
statute," he said.
See OHIO | Page 7

Hockey:
vs Alaska; 7 p.m.

Cavaliers' James has
X-rays on sore big toe

Metis basketball:
Tennis:
Track and field:

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

SUNDAY
Women's basketball:
Gymnastics:

•'. •
Track and field:
I

OUR CALL

SHAWANO Clf ARV

APPHOIO

GOING UP: BG's Cam Horne (14) shoots over Amanda Parlor (44) of WMU to scote in the first half of Wednesday's game

The List
The BG News presents the
top five big men in college
basketball because that
seems to be the type of
season it is.

1. Kevin DurantTexas: This guy might
go before Greg Oden in the

Birds do battle
The Falcons travel up to Ypsilanti, Mich., Sunday to take on the Eagles
By Colin Wilson
II t Sports Editor

draft, he's got all the same
skills, and he's not as rough
around the edges, 24 points
and 11 boards a game.

2. Greg Oden- Ohio
State: He's already being
talked about as the Player of
the Year and he's only played
15 games averaging 15 and
10 and he shoots 65 percent.

3. Nick FazekasNevada [below]: His
numbers are great, they have
been for three years now.
He's putting up 20 points
and 116 rebounds a game.

I lu- BG women's basketball team
is heading into its toughest MidAmerican Conference game to
date at Eastern Michigan Sunday.
The Eagles are6-1 in the MA(: this
yeai and have already won key
games against Northern Illinois
and Kent State.
I astern is led by forward Sarah
Van Metre and guards Patrice
McKinney and AJyssa Pittman.
The trio has combined for about
•W points per game in MA(! play.
I In-1 alconsarccomingoltaSi)62 win against Western Michigan,
but don't put much stock in their
staggering 32-game conference
win streak and their 10-game
overall win streak though.
"We don't talk about those
streaks at all. Honestly, when we

"They are going to
come out fired up to
play us, and we have
to match their effort
and intensity."
Kate Achter | Point Guard
won our 16th game, we talked
about the fact that we guaranteed
ourselves a winning record for the
season." said coach Curt Miller
alter Wednesday's game, "We
know that you are one play, one
injury away from going on a losing streak. Maybe I'm a glass-halfempty guy We don't talk about
that streak
I he Falcons are now 17-2 and
havewonSl of their last 57 games

since Feb. 23,2005. If the Falcons
are not talking about diose numbers, their opponents are.
"Every game we play, we know
that teams are going to have the
shot-out-of-a-cannon effect, as
we call it," said guard Kate Achter.
"They are going to come out fired
up to play us, and we have to
match their effort and intensity."
Eastern has been a great rivalry
for the Falcons the teams have
gone 4-4 against one another
during Miller's tenure. The loss of
standout players Ryan Coleman
and Nikki Knapp have not slowed
the Eagles at all.
If Wednesday's game was a
"breakout" game for the Falcons,
they picked a great night for it.
"Yes, it was a breakout game for
us. We had not played well, and

CLEVEI.AND — X-rays taken
on I.eBron lames' sore right
big toe were negative and the
Cleveland Cavaliers are hoping their superstar forward
doesn't have to miss any
upcoming games.
lames injured his toe during the recent West Coast
road trip and aggravated it
during Wednesday night's
double-overtime loss to the
Philadelphia 76ers. lames
scored a season-high 39"points
— 13 in the second OT — and
played 53 minutes.
"He stubbed his toe a few
games ago, and he hit it again
last night," coach Mike Brown
said after practice yesterday.
After getting tests done
on his toe at the Cleveland
Clinic, lames did not take
part in Cleveland's light workout before the team flew to
Philadelphia tonight, lames
was not available for comment.
Brown expects lames to
be in the lineup against the
Sixers.

lames'injury doesn't appear
to be serious, good news for
the Cavaliers, who are playing
their worst ball of the season.
Cleveland has lost five of six
overall, including two in a row
at home.
After having the Eastern
Conference's best record for
weeks, the Cavaliers are in
second place behind Detroit
in the Central Division and
only lead fourth-place Indiana
by two games.
The Cavs blamed a lackluster effort and loss to Orlando
last Monday to being too tired
from a seven-game road trip.
Brown isn't buying it, and is
eager to get his team out of its
current funk.
"I'm a no-excuse guy," he
said. "We've still got to win
ball games. Everybody faces
tough stretches like this and
somehow, someway we've got
to dig down and find a way to
win. We know we can play better than what we've played.
"You get tired of talking
about it. you've just got to go
out there and do it."
See JAMES | Page 7

Every Friday, we ask you about the issues affecting sports today

What do

YOU think?

Which Falcon head coach has done the least
to merit a contract renewal?
Jeff Inselmann - Senior
"With attendance like it is and the team
struggling to be .500, I'd say Gregg
Brandon."

SeeB-BALL|Page7

4. Joaquin NoahFlorida: He might not
have great numbers with 13

Federer ousts Roddick in Aussie semi-finals

points and 8.5 rebounds but
By John Py«

he shoots 66 percent and is a

The Associated Press

ball of constant energy.

5. Tyler Hansborough
-UNC: He's got 18.5
points and 8 boards and is
probably sharing the frontcourt with Freshman of the
Year candidate Brandon
Wright.

MARK BAKER ■ APPHOIO

GAME. SET. MATCH: Poger Fedeiei reacts after his semifinal match against Andy
"Roddick of the US at the Australian Open tennis tournament yesterday.

MELBOURNE, Australia — If he
could pick any player from any
era to test himself against, Roger
Federer would like a shot at Rod
I aver or Bjorn Borg.
Laver, the last man to win all four
majors in one season, was in the
stadium that carries his name yesterday to witness Federer dismantle Andy Roddick in the Australian
Open semifinals. After what he saw,
laver would just as soon stick to
meeting Federer in the locker room
— after the matches.
Federer likes to put on a show
when laver is at Rod Laver Arena,
and called his 6-4, 6-0, 6-2 victory over Roddick his best match in
Melbourne.
T had one of these days when
everything worked," the Swiss star
said. "I was unbeatable. I was playSee FEDERER | Page 7

Drew Bishop - Junior
"Gregg Brandon. He had a good year with
Urban Meyer's recruits, but since then
hasn't really done anything to get his contract renewed."

Brandon Ybarra - Junior
"Dan Dakich because we're not getting the
right playets that we need."

Jeremy Green - Sophomore
Brandon. We lost to Temple"

SPORTS
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FEDERER
From Page 6

ingout of mymind. lam shocked
myself."
The win put him in his seventh consecutive Grand Slam
final, tying a record set by lack
Crawford in 1934, and left him
only one victory from a 10th
Grand Slam title. He will meet
the winner of the Fernando
Gonzalez-Tommy Haas semifinal in Sunday's championship
match.
With seemingly few challengers among his contemporaries,
Federer is often asked about
facing one of the greats from
another time — Laver and Borg
come to his mind.
Both won 11 majors — Borg
from 16 finals spanning 1974 to
'81, and laver in a five-season
run wedged around his absence
from the Grand Slam tournaments from 1963-67.
By Sunday, Federer is likely to
be only one major title behind,
although laver expects him to
go a lot further and break Pete
Sampras' record of 14 Grand
Slam titles.
"I think the art of Roger is
probably the best player I've ever
seen ... The way he's compiling
the Grand Slam titles, I think
he's got a great chance of being
the best ever," laver said.
The 68-year-old laver made a
rare return to Melbourne from
California to marvel Federer
again.
"Roger's got too many shots,
too much talent in one body,"
laver said. "It's hardly fair that
one person can do all this— his
backhands, his forehands, volleys, serving, his court position
... the way he moves around the
court, you feel like he's barely
touching the ground. That's the
sign of a great champion."
And that's a daunting prospect for Gonzalez or Haas.
Haas, a two-time scmifinalist in
Australia, has never reached a
Grand Slam final. Gonzalez is
into the semis at a major for the
first time.
Roddick, who beat Federer in
an exhibition tournament less
than two weeks ago and had
match points against him at the
Masters Cup last November,
rated the prospect of an upset
as "slim."
The women's final tomorrow features top-seeded Maria
Sharapova against No. 81ranked Serena Williams. Despite
the ranking disparity, nobody is
counting Williams out.
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Good umd. $1,100/mo.
. 849 B 6th St. Jhdm
Good cond. S675/mo.

August 2007 Leases
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Gilbert Bubolz show off
new hockey teams plan

Call 419-352-9392
www. frobi >sc re 111 a I s xo in
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By Tom With*™
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND — Scaring fans
into their seats — and keeping
them there — will be the goal
of the lake Erie Monsters, the
city's new minor league hockey
team.
With artificial fogand dimmed
lights setting an eerie mood,
owner Dan Gilbert unveiled the
team nickname, logo and colors for the American Hockey
U-ague affiliate that will begin
play at Quicken Loans Arena
next season.
The Monsters, whose logo
consists of a black reptile-like
head and two bright yellow eyes
peering above a blue water surface, will operate as the primary
feeder for the NHDs Colorado
Avalanche.
"We expect Monster Hockey
to be a smash hit with fans and
can't wait to develop what will
be one of the most exciting,
energy-packed game atmospheres in the AHL," Gilbert,
the Cleveland Cavaliers'
owner, said yesterday, "lust like
Cavaliers games, our fans are
going to have a blast and help
create that special home-ice
advantage for our players."
Gilbert promised "fun, family entertainment" at Monster
games, and said tickets would
be affordable for fans in the mid-

5 6
8 7

THOMASONDREY

size market. like the Cavs, the
Monsters plan corporate programs, group rates and other
promotions to lure avid hockey
fans as well as newcomers to
the sport.
In recent years, minor league
hockey has been a tough sell in
Cleveland, which has seen several affiliates come and go.
Poor ticket sales drove the
Cleveland Barons, the top
minor-league affiliate of the
San lose Sharks, to Worcester,
Mass., after last season. The
Barons had replaced the
Cleveland Lumberjacks, a moderately successful international
Hockey league club that folded
along with the league in 2001.
Quicken Loans president
The defense was stellar
again as the Kalcons forced 25
turnovers, which generated 31
points. There were 16 steals in
the game for BG. If the I'alcons
can reproduce that performance
against Kastem's dangerous trio,
it will be a good night.
"Offense wins games, defense
wins championships. That's
what we pride our program
on, playing defense and getting stops," Achter said. "There
are times in practices where we
dread the defensive sections.
But, defense has been our bread
and butter."

B-BALL
From Page 6
this is just the way we think,"
Miller said. "This is a blue-collar
program, and the sum is greater
than its parts."
Its parts had a pretty good
night at Western Michigan. Ali
Mann had 21 points and Kate
Achter added 19 as BG shot
a scorching 56 percent from
the field and 44 percent from
beyond the arc. The point total
of 90 was the Falcons secondhighest this season.

APPH0I0

WELCOME!: Kerry Bubolz. Lake Erie Monsters president, displays some promotional
material heralding the arrival of the new AHL hockey team at a Quicken Loans Arena
news conference launching the new team.

Len Komoroski, who previously worked for the Lumberjacks,
feels the Monsters can thrive
partly because the AHL no
longer competes with the IHI.
for players, creating a better
product.
Also, Cleveland has a strong
hockey history — the city has
supported teams dating to the
1930s — and there is interest
throughout the region because
of a large number of youth
hockey organizations.
"There's a pulse and heartbeat for hockey here that is very
strong," Komoroski said. "All
we're going to do is revive that
ember, blow on it and turn it
into a raging fire. It will be successful."
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JAMES
From Page 6
Brown said he has tried the
soft and tough approach with
his playeis.
"I've gotten mad at them.
My toe hurts from kicking
something," he said. "But you
play too many games for me to
go ballistic every time we don't
play well. It isn't going to do me
good and it isn't going to do
the team good. You have to use
other tactics but they've seen
two different side of me."

OHIO
From

The move will affect 87 students on scholarship, Hocutt
said. Those who slay at Ohio
will receive grants-in-aid for
their remaining eligibility, and
the university will help students transfer to another college that offers their sport.
Swimminganddiving coach
Greg Werner and track and

field coach Clay Calkin will be
retained at their current salaries and will continue coaching their respective sports in
the women's program.
Ohio has competed in track
and field since the early 1900s.
and swimming and diving was
made a varsity sport for men
in 1935. The women's lacrosse
program was reinstated in
1999 after competing as a varsity sport from the late 1960s
through 1982.
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WEEKEND PLANS
FRIDAY

Girls get wet and wild at Gatorz for lovely lady lumps
By Johnny Payne
Assistant Pulse Editor

The Uncertain 5
terrorize Howard's Club
H tonight with help from
Toledo's We Are the Fury
and Akron's electro/powerpop titans. Trillit. As always.

Most people think of wet T-shirt
contests as the result of too much
drink and too few inhibitions.
Kul at a Toledo nightclub last
night, one of these hedonistic
competitions gave four girls the
chance to make their dreams
come true.
As part of a program on the

"A lot of girls want
boob jobs today. It's
like changing a tire; it's
no big deal anymore."
Mike Howard | Owner. Gatorz

Fox Reality Channel, Gatorz Bar
and Grill hosted the finals of a
three-week contest last night.

The victor of the competition
will be one step closer to co-starring in a four-part series on Fox's
daily "Reality Remix" show and
a breast augmentation surgery
valued at $10,000.
"Whoever the crowd deems
the winner will get $500 and
get sent up to Pontiac, MI,"
explained Gator'z owner Mike
Howard.
Pontiac's Sevin Nightclub will

hold the last round of the slippery contests tomorrow, with
stiff competition and audience
members expected.
According to Howard, the winner will join former "Real World"
member and current contestant
on MTV's "The Duel" Robin
Hibbard at Michigan's Cosmedic
Surgery Center for the procedure. Hibbard will unsurprisingly have her breast reduction

filmed as part of Fox's show.
"A lot of girls want boob jobs
today," Howard said. "It's like
changing a tire: It's no big deal
anymore."
University junior Myles lames
shared Howard's indifference
about the potentially scanadalous "Boob job Giveaway."
"If all expenses are paid, the
See GATOR? | Page 9

things kick off at 9 p.m.
and tickets are $5. Powerpoppers Rediscover bailed
out at the last minute.

maninshowbiz

Children of
Children Exhibition
takes a sobering, nonobjective look at teenage

takes a final bow

pregnancy thorugh the lens
of photographer Michael
Nye. The free exhibit at the
Toledo Museum of Art will
run through the March 11.

But students
living in
America
don't know
his name

Menopause the
Musical
turns a taboo terror of
middle-age into a farcical
off-Broadway musical. The
production will run through
Jan. 28 at the Collingwood
Arts Center in Toledo.
Tickets start at $37.

Attacked by Wolves
CD Release Party
takes over Club Bi|Ou for

By Ch.lci How.rd
Reporter

the night and unveils their
bittersweet indie debut.
"Ohio" with help from The

It was literally a silent night this
Christmas for the family and fans
of legendary soul man, lames
Brown.
Brown showed up for a dentist
appointment on Dec 24, when
according to the New York Beacon,
his dentist. Dr. Terry Reynolds,
noticed that Brown looked "very
weak and dazed." He urged Brown

Undeserving. Purple Crayon
and more.

SATURDAY

to immediately ('heck himself into

a local hospital
Even though his condition continued to worsen with the oncom-

Tom Chapin brings his
Grammy-winning children's

See BROWN | Page 9

music to Monroe County
College's La-Z-Boy Center.
Tickets are $15 and the show
begins at 7:30 p.m.

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY RACHEL GR€EN«LB I THEB6N

Toledo Auto Show
cruises into Toledo's SeaGate
Convention Centre until Jan

TOP TEN SINGLES
BILLBOARD TOP R&B SINGLES

28. For $5 auto enthusiasts
can wander aimlessly from

1956: "Please, Please. Please"

#5

1965: "Papa's Got a Brand New Bag"

#1

1971: "Make It Funky"

#1

10 a.m. until 9 p.m.

1959: Try Me"

#1

1966: "It's a Mans Man's Mans World

#1

I960 Think"

#7

#1
#1

1972: "Get On The Good Foot"

1967: "Cold Sweat"

1975: "Sexy, Sexy, Sexy"

#6

#1

1976: "Get Up Offa That Thing"

1961: "Baby, You're Right"
1962: "Lost Someone"
1963: "Prisoner of Love"

#1
#7 1 1969: "Give It Up Or Tumit A Loose"
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Free Show at
Howard's Club H
featuring local acts Bancroft.
The Tapes and Subvinyl.
Doors open at 9 p.m.

SUNDAY
"Man of La
Mancha is a minimalist

The Change" provides
humor for theatergoers

Local Wolves attack Toledo ears
•

By Emily Rlpp*
Reporter

Broadway production of
the life and death of Don
Quixote. The Tony awardwinning musical is playing in
Toledo's Valentine Theater
and tickets start at $38.

THEY SAID IT
1am not going to
give you a number
because it's not my
job to do intelligent
work."
C^RurrsfeH|fctrner
.

Secretary of Defense

By Sarah Moor*
Reporter

The majority of college females
throughout campus are between
the ages of 18 and 22. The aches,
the pains, the ups and the downs
are an unfortunately common
part of life for the female gender,
even before they reach the bench
mark menopausal age.
However, the production titled
"Menopause The Musical," written by Jeanie Linders, can still be
\iewed by college women today
as a comedic prelude to what they
can possibly expect many years
from now.
linders was first inspired to
write this production about
women who are going through,
just about to go through or have
survived the various changes that
a woman experiences later on in

life, by the combination of a bottle
of wine and a hot flash. The show
stresses that menopause should
not be dreaded. Instead, it reinforces that The Change' is a normal passage in life.
Twenty-five famous songs tarn
the 60s and 70s are performed
as parodies, including "I Heard
It Thru the Grapevine; You No
Longer See 39" and "Stayin' Awake!
Stayin'Awake!"
The setting begins with four
women who find themselves at a
Bloomingdale's lingerie sale, realizing that they have more things in
common than a black lace bra.
The musical has since become a
women's movement that includes
extras such as a magazine, an art
show and a nonprofit charity.
On the musical's Web site,
See CHANGE | Page 9

Next time you walk into a
music store, check out the
W section and count how
many 'Wolf Bands' there are.
There's Wolfmother, Wolf
Parade, Wolf Eyes, Guitar
Wolf, Steppenwolf; you get
the point — wolves happen
to influence many musicians,
especially when it comes to
naming their bands.
And even though the word
might be imitated, 'Wolf
Bands' are never duplicated.
A perfect example of this is
Attacked By Wolves, a wolf
band straight out of Toledo.
You probably neglected them
because they are not shelved
under "W" Wolves have a tendency to be sly.
Originally starting as a joke
band, two guitar players Jordan
Powers and Josh Jones played

PHOTO PROVIDfD
METALESS: Toledo band Attacked By Wolves will release their new album "Ohio" into the
wild at the Underground, which is located behind Club Bijou hi Toledo Tickets are 17 at the
door, but with a special Myspace coupon, tickets will be reduced to 15.

acoustic sets in clubs around
Toledo. They soon found that
their music sounded better
with drums behind it and created a wolf band of their own.
"We wanted something
cheesy," Powers said. "People
expect to see some kind of
metal band and they get us."

Attacked By Wolves produce
a sound that is hard to define.
But rest assured it is anything
but metal. When describing
the type of music they play,
Powers called it Indie power
POPSee WOLVES I Page 9
I
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BROWN
From Page 8

ing hours, reportedly Brown was
looking forward to performing
a New Year's Eve show at Count
Basie Theater in New Jersey. He
turned to his family and friends
and said, "I'm going to be there.
I'm the hardest worldng man in
show business."
The next morning, Brown, 73,
died of complications of pneumonia which resulted in congestive
heart failure.
The events to follow were as
flamboyant as the life that Brown
led. There were a series of funerals in Brown's name, including a
special viewing at the infamous
Apollo Theater in the Harlem district of New York. Shortly after, legal
issues erupted between Brown's
six adult children and the trustees

GAT0R7
From Page 8

girl's comfortable with doing the
wet T-shirt contest and wants
breast implants, that's fine,"
lames said. "Its just a wet T-shirt
contest. That's not too bad."
I toward clearly didn't expect
much moral opposition from
the alleged 2,500 nightly patrons
of his club, which opened on
Ian. 1.
"TheylFoxl were very professional," he said. "Since it was
FOX I knew it was legit. It's going
to give the club national exposure."
Sophomore Katie Cengic said

WOLVES
From Page 8

"We try to mix as many
genres as we can into one
song." Powers said.
The variety of genres
explored by the band is apparent when listening to the
band's latest EP. "Ohio."
Track one resembles a show
tune and is followed by a song
with hints of inspiration by the
Beach Boys, the Beatles and
Weezer.
It has been exactly three
years since the Attacked By
Wolves first entered the music
scene.
Their lineup has changed
throughout theyears, but today
the band consists of three guitarists/vocalists Powers, lones
and Doug Kollman, with I)
Kenczewicz on bass and Dave
Hasbrouck on drums.

WWWBGNFWSCOM

of his estate that he appointed "James Brown was louder, brassier, more raw
in 2000. Trie legal issues included the final resting place of the
and definitely more funky. He didn't hide
self-proclaimed "Godfather of
Soul." Throughout the litigation. his sexuality and that was probably seen as
Brown's body has been kept at
his home in Columbia, S.C. in
theatening to many in his time."
a temperature-controlled room
Tim Hufnagle | Instructor. Popular Culture
that is being constantly monitored by security guards.
Even though Brown has yet to
Zak Kaye, an up-and-coming than the R&B genre. I le made a
be buried, it appears that in the solo musician found this to be show out of the music, with his
minds of many students, he was especially troublesome.
whole schtick with the cape and
buried a long time ago.
"I find most people our age everything," Kaye said." 1 le made
"I know his name, but I can't though are into their one favorite music more than just listening to
say for sure why he is important," type of music mid tend to dismiss a guy sing. This indirectly made
senior nursing major, and country anything that's not within their it alright for hands like Kiss and
musical comfort zone," Kaye said.
eventually Slipknot or Mudvayne."
fan'lricia Weber said.
TTiis seemed to be also the case
1 lowever, Kaye challenges stuBeciiuseof the aforementioned
for 50 random I Jniversity students dents to trace tack the roots, of reasons, Brown was labeled as
who were asked about Brown's their favorite modem day musi- the "Godfather of Soul" and"! he
influence and to name at least one cians and guarantees that there I lardest Working Man in Show
of his songs
will lx' influences from Brown.
business."
"IBrown's] influence was very
Besides the spectacle side of
Out of the students surveyed,
only two answered correctly.
universal and impacted more music, Brown also pushed many

"It's a little over-thetop for it
to be on TV,
but it is Fox."
Katie Center. | Sop'

she wouldn't mind if a wet Tshirt contest was being held al
a club she attended, but she
won't he "front and center" for
it either.
More promotional events
are being coordinated between
Gator'z and the Pox Reality
Network, Howard said, including other members of "The

In 2005 the band released
a self-titled album. Two years
later, their anticipated second release was recorded in a
three-day period in November
of last year.
To celebrate their efforts,
Attacked By Wolves will he
performing tonight at the
"Ohio" CD release party.
The show is at the
Underground, behind Club
Bijou in Toledo.
Doors open al 8 p.m. Tickels
cost S7 at the door, but a discount coupon from the band's
MvSpace page will gel you in
for $5.
Attacked By Wolves will he
performing with four other
hands including Bathhouse
Belly, Purple Crayon, Straight
lo the Withdraw! and the
Undeserving.
With this kind of lineup,
then will be a little something for everyone. Of course,

Duel" competing in the club
next month.

None of these plans have
been finalized yet, bin accordingto I loward, Gator'z. is already
packed fuller than the bra of the
show's winner is likely lo be
after surgery on Ian. 29.
"I don't have a problem with
it," (lengii reiterated. "It's ;i little
over-the-top for it to be on TV,
but it is I ox."
And if the four-pan Midwest
boob job giveaway story is half
as engaging and thoughtful as
other Pox programs such as
"Nanny 911" or "Temptation
Island," Howard can anticipate
many more potentially abrasive events.

Management Inc.

From Page 8

1 inders moke about how this show
personally speaks to women.
"The show is about women, not
about theater." she said. "There
are mote than 38 million baby
boomer women in America alone
who understand. We understand
the feeling of thinking we are alone
with the memory loss and wrinkles
and everything else that comes
with aging and we love being able
to share the feeling with hundreds
of women in die audience."
Uz 1 lyde plays one of the four
characters in Ihis production, the
Iowa Housewife. She explained
the importance of this musical as
a whole.
"Women, no matter what their
body shape; no matter how fat
or thin they are, have a complex

about the way they look," she said
"It really breaks down some barriers and allows people to just laugh
and not take il so seriously."
Stephanie Pascaris plays the
role of limit Mother, and slid
she feels college women will -.till
enjoy the show even though they
cannot identify with the issues
yet.
"It's definitely bringing you into
what's coming in your future,
but also what the similarities are
between the generations," she
said.
Hyde also believes that
"Menopause The Musical" has a

little bit of everything for women,

regardless of their age.
"The show is well-written, it's
tight, it's fast — it's very entertaining," she said. "It helps explain
some things. It maybe takes some
of the stigma and fear of the
unknown away."

THE DAY THE FUNK DIED: taws
Brown, best known for his (u?y stage antics
and hK sooaHy-constioiis IVTKS helped
evolve musk and racial equality Brown died
Christmas morning of prxwwnia He.

nal experience thai you would
have being in an audience thai
is firmly pressed in the palm of
his hand."
I lowever ironic it max he. males
also have a tendency to enjoj ibis
production.
"I think sometimes ihey have
more fun than the women do.
because they don't ihink they're
going to." Pascaris said" I he\ get
dragged to the theater and by the
time they leave they're laughing
right alongside the women."
Pascaris also mentioned thai
the subject mailer is not embarrassing when il conies down lo il.
"li's a huge liberating expert
ence," she said. "I actually see
a lot of women in tears saying
Thank you tor making me feel
normal.' It's a female bonding
experience."
Menopause The Musical"
will lie playing a benefit at the

Collingwood Arts Centei in
[bledo from Ian. 24-28. Tickets
can be purchased by railing IHIHI-IUH-.SlHXi.

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008

PHOTO PB0VDF.D
OHIO IS FOR WOLVES: Attacked By
Wotves" new album "Ohio" showcases many

1 Bedroom Apartments

influences by serveral genres and artists;
such as the Beach Boys, the Beatles and
Weezer. It took three days lo record the EP

Attacked By Wolves fans will
gel their money's worth.
"We're an entertaining
band," Powers said, "tosh
might drop his pants in the
middle of a song."

1045 !>. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

jm

CHANGE

limits that were taboo for the
time, according to Tim Hufnagle,
an instructor for the popular culture department who specializes
in popular music.
"James Brown was louder,
brassier, more raw and definitely
more funky. He didn't hide his
sexuality, and that was probably
seen as threatening to many in
his time," I lufnagle said.
Regardless of the drama surrounding his life and death.
Brown's impact on popular
music cannot be overlooked
and according to Hufnagle, will
be something that can never be
experienced again.
"If the generations of today
and the future want to really
experience lames Brown, it's loo
late. The closest thing to it would
be to watch footage of him performing live, but even then, you
still wouldn't have the lommii-

517 REED STREET ^r7hurst/n.
Futn. or Unfurn., One Bdtm. & One bath. School
Year -One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Yeat - One Petson Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate $460
One Year - One Person Rate $395

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!

810-815 FOURTH STREET

Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Petson Rate $435
One Year - One Person Rate $370

Furn. oi Unfurn., Oncbd'Hi One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate $350

2 Bedroom Apartments
Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments
Renting for 2007-2008

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818 SEVENTH

www.meccabg.com

TIRE SALE

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $565
One Year • Two Person Rate - $475

Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w* Vanity in each bdrm.
School Yeat - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

831 SEVENTH

840-850 SIXTH STREET

Futn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate $485

Futn. or Unfurn, Two Full batns.
School Year - Two Person Rate $650
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

505 CL0UGH-Behind Kioto's.

Unfurnished, 11/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year-Two Person Rate $530

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate $630
One Year- Two Person Rate $530

402 HIGH STREET

521 E. MERRY-near Offenhauer
Furn. or Unfurn. Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year-Two Person Rate $655
One Year - Two Person Rate $565

Furn. ot Unfutn, One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

OIL CHANGE

MECHANICAL

701 FOURTH STREET

Valued at $33.98 tot only..

835 FOURTH STREET
I aw ™

On ANY
® Tires
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Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

!

I
'■-,■

-■-JOHN

. ii

NEWLOVE
JSftuf gataU. %6.

i u -j ii ni^.
319 E. Wooster Slreel, Bowling Green. OH
(Located Across Ffjrr Taco Be

Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fn 8:30 5:30
wwwjohnnewloverealeslate.com

Sal. 8:30-5:00

'We've got a place for everyone!"

^\ Senior Portraits Jan. '31, & Feb. 1 -2 /w
Black Swamp Pub 9am - 4:30pm
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Girls get wet and wild at Gatorz for lovely lady lumps
By Johnny Payne

"A lot of girls want

Assistant Pulse Editor

The Uncertain 5
terrorize Howard's Club
H tonight with help from
Toledo's We Are the Fury
and Akron's electro/powerpop titans. Trillit. As always,

Most people think of wet T-shirt
contest s as the resu It of too much
drink and too few inhibitions.
Km at a Toledo nightclub last
night, one of these hedonistic
competitions gave four girls the
chance to make their dreams
come true.
As part of a program on the

boob jobs today. It's
like changing a tire; it's
no big deal anymore."
Mike Howard | Owner. Gatorz
Bra Reality Channel. Gatorz Bar
and Grill hosted the finals of a
three-week contest last night.

The victor of the competition
will be one step closer to co-starring in a four-part series on Fox's
daily "Reality Remix" show and
a breast augmentation surgery
valued at $10,000.
"Whoever the crowd deems
the winner will get $500 and
get sent up to Pontiac, Ml,"
explained Gator'z owner Mike
Howard.
Pontiac's Sevin Nightclub will

hold the last round of the slippery contests tomorrow, with
stiff competition and audience
members expected.
According to Howard, the winner will join former "Real World"
member and current contestant
on MTV's "The Duel" Robin
Hibbard at Michigan's Cosmedic
Surgery Center for the procedure. Hibbard will unsurprisingly have her breast reduction

filmed as part of Fox's show.
"A lot of girls want boob jobs
today," Howard said. "It's like
changing a tire: It's no big deal
anymore."
University junior Myles lames
shared Howard's indifference
about the potentially scanadalous "Boob job Giveaway."
"If all expenses are paid, the
SeeGATOR7|Page9

things kick off at 9 p.m.
and tickets are $5. Powerpoppers Rediscover bailed
out at the last minute.

Children of
Children Exhibition
takes a sobering, non-

the hardest woridng man in show biz

objective look at teenage

takes a final bow

pregnancy thorugh the lens
of photographer Michael
Nye. The free exhibit at the
Toledo Museum of Art will
run through the March 11.

But students
living in
America
don't know
his name

Menopause the
Musical
turns a taboo terror of
middle-age into a farcical
off-Broadway musical. The
production will run through
Jan 28 at the Collingwood
Arts Center in Toledo.
Tickets start at $37

Attacked by Wolves
CD Release Party
takes over Club Bijou for

By Ch.lci Howard
Reporter

the night and unveils their
bittersweet indie debut.
"Ohio" with help from The

It was literally a silent night this
Christmas for the family and fans
of legendary soul man, lames
Brown.
Brown showed up for a dentist
appointment on Dec 24, when
according to the New York Beacon,
his dentist, Dr. Terry Reynolds,
noticed that Brown looked "very
weak and dazed." He urged Brown
to immediately check himself into
a local hospital
Even though his condition continued to worsen with the oncom-

Undeserving. Purple Crayon
and more.

SATURDAY

Tom Chapin brings his
Grammy-winning children's

See BROWN | Page 9

music to Monroe County
Colleges La-Z-Boy Center.
Tickets are SI 5 and the show
begins at 7:30 p.m.

PHOTOILIUSTBATIONBY RACHtlGMENFBJ> I THtBGN

Toledo Auto Show
cruises into Toledo's SeaGate
Convention Centre until Jan.

TOP TEN SINGLES
BILLBOARD TOP R&B SINGLES

28. For $5 auto enthusiasts
can wander aimlessly from

1956: "Please, Please. Please"

#5

1965: "Papa's Got a Brand New Bag"

#1

1971: "Make It Funky"

#1

10 a.m. until 9 p.m

1959: "Try Me"

#1

1966: Vs8.MahsMwsMans VfeHd

#1

1972 "Get On The Good Foot"

#1

1960 'Think"

#7

1967: "Cold Sweat"

#1

1973: "Sexy, Sexy, Sexy'

#6

1961: "Baby. Youre Right"

LHL^HHHHHI

1962: "Lost Someone"

#7 | 1969: "Give It Up Or Tumit A Loose"

#1 |

1976: "Get Up Offa That Thing"

#4

1963: "Prisoner of Love"

1

1

L

#2

J
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Free Show at
Howard's Club H
featuring local acts Bancroft,
The Tapes and Subvinyl.
Doors open at 9 p.m.

SUNDAY
"Man of La
Mancha

is a minimalist

"The Change" provides
humor for theatergoers

Local Wolves attack Toledo ears
By Emily Rlpp*

•

Reporter

Broadway production of
the life and death of Don
Quixote. The Tony awardwinning musical is playing in
Toledo's Valentine Theater
and tickets start at S38.

THEY SAID IT
"I am not going to
give you a number
because it's not my
job to do intelligent
work."
DcnaHftjrrcfeH | former
Secretary of Defense

By Sarah Moor*

Reporter
The majority of college females
throughout campus are between
the ages of 18 and 22. The aches,
the pains, the ups and the downs
are an unfortunately common
part of life for the female gender,
even before they reach the bench
mark menopausal age.
However, the production titled
"Menopause The Musical," written by feanie Linders, can still be
viewed by college women today
as a comedic prelude to what they
can possibly expect many years
from now.
Unders was first inspired to
write this production about
women who are going through,
just about to go through or have
survived the various changes that
a woman experiences later on in

life, by the combination of a bottle
of wine and a hot flash. The show
stresses that menopause should
not be dreaded. Instead, it reinforces that "The Change' is a normal passage in life
Twenty-five famous songs from
the 60s and 70s are performed
as parodies, including "I Heard
It Thru the Grapevine; You No
Longer See 39" and "Stayin' Awake!
Stayin' Awake!"
the setting begins with four
women who find themselves at a
Bloomingdale's lingerie sale, realizing that they have more things in
common than a black lace bra.
The musical has since become a
women's movement that includes
extras such as a magazine, an art
show and a nonprofit charity.
On the musical's Web site,
See CHANGE | Page 9

Next time you walk into a
music store, check out the
W section and count how
many Wolf Bands' there are.
There's Wolfmother, Wolf
Parade, Wolf Eyes, Guitar
Wolf, Steppenwolf; you get
the point — wolves happen
to influence many musicians,
especially when it comes to
naming their bands.
PHOTO PROVDtD
And even though the word METALESS: Toledo band Attacked By Wolves wiH release their new album "Ohio' into the
might be imitated, 'Wolf wJd at the Underground, which is located behind Club Bijou in Toledo. Tickets are 17 at the
Bands' are never duplicated. door, but with a special Myspace coupon, tickets will be reduced to S5.
A perfect example of this is
Attacked By Wolves, a wolf
acoustic sets in clubs around
Attacked By Wolves produce
band straight out of Toledo. Toledo. They soon found that a sound that is hard to define.
You probably neglected them their music sounded better But rest assured it is anything
because they are not shelved with drums behind it and cre- but metal. When describing
under "W" Wolves have a ten- ated a wolf band of their own.
the type of music they play,
dency to be sly.
"We wanted something Powers called it Indie power
Originally starting as a joke cheesy," Powers said. "People pop.
band, two guitarplayers lordan expect to see some kind of
Powers and Josh Jones played metal band and they get us."
See WOLVES | Page 9
i
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BROWN
From Page 8
ing hours, reportedly Brown was
looking forward to performing
a New Year's Eve show at Count
Basic Theater in New Jersey. He
turned to his family and friends
and said, "I'm going to be there.
I'm the hardest working man in
show business."
The next morning, Brown, 73,
died of complications of pneumonia which resulted in congestive
heart failure.
The events to follow were as
flamboyant as the life that Brown
led. There were a series of funerals in Browns name, including a
special viewing at the infamous
Apollo Theater in the Harlem district of New York. Shortly after, legal
issues erupted between Brown's
six adult children and the trustees

GATORZ
From Page 8
girl's comfortable with doing the
wet T-shirt contest and wants
breast implants, that's line,"
lames said. "It's just a wet T-shirt
contest. That's not too bad."
Howard clearly didn't expect
much moral opposition from
the alleged 2,500 nightly patrons
of his club, which opened on
Ian. 1.
"TheylFoxl were very professional," he said. "Since it was
Fox. I knew it was legit. It's going
to give the club national exposure."
Sophomore Katie Cengic said

WOLVES
From Page 8
"We try to mix as many
genres as we can into one
song," Powers said.
The variety of genres
explored by the band is apparent when listening to the
band's latest EP, "Ohio."
Track one resembles a show
tune and is followed by a song
with hints of inspiration by the
Beach Boys, the Beatles and
Weezer.
It has been exactly three
years since the Attacked By
Wolves first entered the music
scene.
Their lineup has changed
t h roughout the years, but today
the band consists of three guitarists/vocalists Powers, (ones
and Doug Kollman, with )J
Kenczewicz on bass and Dave
Hasbrouck on drums.

WWWBGNFWSCOM

of his estate that he appointed
in 2000. The legal issues included the final resting place of tinself-proclaimed "Godfather of
Soul." Throughout the litigation,
Brown's body has been kept at
his home in Columbia, S.C. in
a temperature-controlled room
that is being constantly monitored by security guards.
liven though Brown has yet to
be buried, it appears that in the
inhIIIs of many students, he was
buried a long time ago.
"I know his name, but I can't
say for sure why he is important,"
senior nursing major, and country
fan Tricia Weber said.
This seemed to be also the case
for SO random University students
who were asked about Brown's
influence and to name at least one
of his songs.
Out of the students surveyed,
only two answered correctly.

James Brown was louder, brassier, more raw

"It's a little over-thetop for it

Duel" competing in the dub
next month.
None of these plans have
been finalized yet, bin according to I loward, Gator'z is already
packed fuller than the bra of the
show's winner is likely to beafter surgery on Ian. 29.
"I don't have a problem with
it." (cngic reiterated. "It'sa little
over-the-top for it to be on TV,
but it is Fox."
And if the four-part Midwest
boob job giveaway Story is half
as engaging and thoughtful as
other Fox programs such as
"Nanny 911" or
Temptation
bland, Howard can anticipate
many more potentially abrasive events.

to be on TV,
but it is Fox."
Katie Cengic | Sophomore
she wouldn't mind if a wet Tshirl contest was being held at
a club she attended, but she
won't be "from and center" for
it either.
More promotional events
are being coordinated between
Gator'z and the Fox Reality
Network, Howard said, including other members of "The

In 2005 the band released
a self-titled album. Two years
later, their anticipated second release was recorded in a
three-day period in November
of last year.
To celebrate their efforts,
Attacked By Wolves will be
performing tonight at the
"Ohio" CD release party.
The show is at the
Underground, behind Club
Bijou in Toledo.
Doors open at K p.m. Tickets
cost $7 at the door, but a discount coupon from the band's
MvSpace page will get vou in

for S5.
Attacked By Wolves will be
performing with four other
bands including Bathhouse
Betty, Purple Crayon, Straight
to the VVithdrawl and the
Undeserving.
With this kind of lineup,
there will be a little something for everyone. Of course.

Management Inc.

and definitely more funky. He didn't hide
his sexuality and that was probably seen as
theatening to many in his time."
Tim Hufnagle | Instructor. Popular Culture
Zak Kaye. an up-and-coming
solo musician found this to be
especially troublesome.
"I find most people our age
though are into their one favorite
type of music and tend to dismiss
anything that's not within their
musical comfort zone," Kaye said.
However, Kaye challenges students to tract- back the roots, of
their favorite modem day musicians and guarantees that there
will be influences from Brown.
"|Brown's| influence was very
universal and impacted more

than the RAB genre. I le made a
show out of the music, with his
whole schtick with the cape and
everything," Kaye said." I le made
music more than just listening to
a guy sing. This indirectly made
it alright for kinds like Kiss and
eventually Slipknot or Mudvayne."
Becauseof the aforementioned
reasons, Brown was labeled as
the "Godfather of Soul" and"The
Hardest Working Man in Show
business."
Besides the spectacle side of
music, Brown also pushed many

CHANGE
From Page 8
I jnders spoke about howthisshow
personally speaks to women.
The show is about women, not
about theater," she said, "there
are more than 38 million baby
boomer women in America alone
who understand. We understand
the feeling of thinking we are alone
with the memory loss and wrinkles
and everything else that comes
with aging, and we love being able
to share the feeling with hundreds
of women in the audience."
1 jz Hyde plays one of the four
characters in this production, the
Iowa Housewife. She explained
the Importance of this musical as
a whole.
"Women, no matter what their
body shape, no matter how fat
or thin they are, have a complex

limits that were taboo for the
lime, according to Tim Hufnagle,
an instructor for the popular culture department who specializes
in popular music.
"James Brown was louder,
brassier, more raw and definitely
more funky. He didn't hide his
sexuality, and that was probably
seen as threatening to many in
his time," Hufnagle said.
Regardless of the drama surrounding his life and death.
Brown's impact on popular
music cannot be overlooked
and according to Hufnagle. will
be something that can never l«'
experienced again.
"If the generations of today
and the future want to really
experience lames Brown, it's too
late. The closest thing to it would
be to watch footage of him performing live, bin even then, you
still wouldn't have the cominu-

about the way they look." she said.
"It re-ally breaks down some iKirriers and allows people to just laugh
and not take it so seriously."
Stephanie Pascaris plays the
role of Earth Mother, and said
she feels college women will still
enjoy the show even though they
cannot identify with the issues
yet.
"It's definitely bringing you into
what's coming in your future,
but also what the similarities are
between the generations," she
said.
Hyde also
believes that
"Menopause The Musical" has a
little bit of everything for women,
regardless of their age.
"The show is well-written, it's
tight, it's fast — it's very entertaining," she said. "It helps explain
some things. It maybe takes some
of the stigma and fear of the
unknown away."

THE DAY THE FUNK DIED: James
Biown. best known loi iu> oozy stage antics
and his socially-conscious lyiics helped
evolve music and racial equality Brown died
Chiistmas manirx) ol pneumonia. He was 11
nal experience thai you would
have being in an audience thai
is firmly pressed in the palm of
his hand."

rloweverironicitma) be, males
also have a tendency lo enjoy this
production.
"I think sometimes they have
more fun than the women do.
because they don't think they're
going to." Pascaris said." I he) gel
dragged to the theater and by the
time they leave they're laughing
right alongside the women."
Pascaris also mentioned thai
the subject mailer is nut embai
rassingwhen it comes down to It
"It's a huge liberating experience,'' she said. "I aclualh sec
a lot of women in tears saying
Thank you for making me fed
normal.' It's a female bonding
experience,"
"Menopause The Musical''
will be playing a benefit at the
Collingwood Arts Center in
Toledo from Ian. 24 28. tickets
can be pun based by calling I
800-838-3006.

You Want it? We Got it!
Apartments Available for Rent

2007-2008

PHOTO PBOVOED

OHIO IS FOR WOLVES: Allocked By
Wolves' new album "Ohio" showcases many
influences by seiveral genres and artists.
such as the Beach Boys, the Beatles and
Weezer It tool three days to record the EP
Attacked By Wolves fans will
get their money's worth.

"We're an entertaining
band," Powers said. "lush
might chop his pants in the
middle of a song."

1045 IN. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

1 Bedroom Apartments
517 REED STREET -AtJhurstin.

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath. School
Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $400

Furn. or Unfurn., One bdm . One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $385
One Year-One Person Rate $350

707-727 THIRD STREET -One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $460
One Year - One Person Rate $395

825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed!
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410

810-815 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate $435
One Year - One Person Rate $370

2 Bedroom Apartments
• Check out our Web Site for Specials and
Pictures of apartments

810 FIFTH; 649,707 SIXTH;
818SEVENTH

• Renting for 2007-2008

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm.
One bath w Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year -Two Person Rate • $$20

Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate $565
One Year - Two Person Rate - $475

• www.meccabg.com

831 SEVENTH

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year -Two Person Rate- $650
One Year - Two Person Rate • $540

Furn. or Unfurn,, One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $485

TIRE SALE
MECHAN/CALi OIL CHANGE
HW
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724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE

505CLOUGH.ee/tmd Kmkos.

Unfurnished, 1 !/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate $630
One Year - Two Person Rate $530

402 HIGH STREET

521 E. MERRY- near Offenhauer

Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490

Furn. or Unfurn.Two Bdrm. One Bath
School Year -Two Person Rate $655
One Year - Two Person Rate • $565

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate $590
One Year - Two Person Rate - $490
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319 E. Woosler Street, Bowling Green, OH
(Located Across F*om Taco Mj
Rental Office 419-354-2260
Hours Mon. thru Fri. 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00
www.jonnnewlovefealesta1e.corr
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m lulu miii tttl • I— ft— *m f—»
Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com

'We've got a place for everyone!"

^\ Senior Portraits Jan. 31, & Feb. 1-2 pre
Mark Swamp Pub 9am - 1:30pm
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Ohio health
department
cracks down
By John Sacwvr

Calif, woman saves
husband from lion
By Lin L.ff
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — Wildlife
officials on Thursday credited a unman with saving her
husband's life by clubbing a
mountain lion that attacked him
while the couple were hiking in a
(California state park.
lim and Nell llamm. who
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary next month,
were hiking in Prairie Creek
Redwoods State Park when the
lion pounced.
"I le didn't scream. It was a different, horrible plea lor help, and
I turned around, and by then
the cat had wrestled iim to the
ground." Nell llamm said in
an interview from the hospital
where her husband was recovering from a torn scalp, puncture
wounds and other injuries.
After die attack, game wardens dosed the [Kirk about 320
miles north of San Francisco
and released hounds to track the
lion. They later shot and killed a
pair of lions found near the trail
where the attack happened.
The carcasses were flown to a
state forensics lab to determine if
either animal mauled the man.
Although the llamms are
experienced hikers, neither had
seen a mountain lion before |im
I iammwas mauled, his wife said.
Nell Hamm said she Dabbed a
four-inch-wide log and beat the
animal with it. but it would not
release its hold on her husband's
head.
"lim was talking to me all
through tliis, and he said, I've

BG
Classified Ads

419-372-6977
I In IK i \I»N will mil knowingly aircpi
.i(keriiM*un'ii(s tli.n discriminate, or
rnt-uiHiigr <li« timiii.uiDii .ig.utiM .niv
initiviiln.il <>r group on tin- IMM« of race.
MX, i olnr. < IMd, nflglon, national origin.
smi.il orientation. disability, M.IHIS M
. wunii, ot oo tin* buh M my other
legally junior led Maim
I lie iu; Newn rwenw theri^M to decline.
ttt» OndMM or [.vise my .iihciiisnin-nt
-in I. a* ihov found u> be defamatory
lacking in factual basis irii*leadlnn oi
false in nature. All advertisements are
lUBJH I it> editing and approval.

HlllsdaltApts.
1082 Fairview Ave.
1 & 2 bdrm Apts. or 3 bdrm Twnh.
Dishwasher & Garbage Disposal
Washer & Dryers (in 2/3 bdrm)
Air Conditioning
Carports & BGSU Bus Shuttle
"Ask about internet discount

at 1045 N. Main St. or
Check Us Out at
www.meccabg.com
for full listing,
prices, & pictures!
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ACROSS
Boss!
Emulate Sinatra
White House office shape
Play ender, sometimes
Yank or Oriole
Story
Swellheads' group?
Muse of music
Greek letters
Dogs and cats
DDE's political opponent
Visitors' group?
Love in Limoges
Harvest
Hurler's stat
Julia of "One from the Heart"
Detroit player
Hitch
Neighbor of Syr.
Eat a little
Journalist Pyle
Players' group?
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Scruff
Stocking shade
Working away
Ocean motion
Like bogeys
Gun lock
Land in the Seine?
Reverse pic
12 doz.
Lazy
Expansive
Canadian prov.
Not as many
Ready for business
Traffic congestion
Forage crop
Pefri dish medium
Gulf of Mex. neighbor
Stomachs ot ruminants
Show signs of grief
Afghanistan cash
Professional charge
Medicinal plant
Get into condition
Wise men
Bean curd
Capital attachment?

Tempe sch.
Webwork
"Philadelphia" director
Mimicries
Couturiers' group?
Presidential rejection
Golfer's cry
Indian, for one
Lendl or Pavlov
Saline drop
Seasonal songs

39
41
42
44
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Lanka preceder
Snoots
Flight formation
Eurasian plum
Usher
Old Cosby series
Letters for 606
Alt.
First name in spies
Anticrime acronym
Understanding words
Latin list ender
9-digit ID numbers
Frequently, in a poem
Opponent
Pedro's Mrs.
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For Rent

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
NFL PLAYOFFS ON THE
BIG SCREEN

"Customer Service/Data Entry"
—Make $8.'HR!!f—
•HIRING IMMEDIATELY'
"Must Have Good Communication
Skills" HAVE FUN AT WORK AND
MAKE GOOD MONEY!!!
Only 15 min. away in Perrysburg
Mon.-Fn. 5PM-9PM & Sat. MornMUST BE AVAILABLE EVERYDAY
23-25 Hre/Week
Call Kris TODAY (419)261-6034
TruGreen ChemLawn
EOE M/F/D/V

Snack and Soda Locations
Member of BBB and Chamber
260-347-5840

2 bdrm. apt. Great location $425
Available immediately.
352-1584 or 353-8611.

Help Wanted - Child Care
We're looking lor a responsible individual to provide care for our adorable four-year-old son in our Bowling
Green home on Mondays. & Thurs.
from 3:30-5:30, starting Feb. 5. Pay
competitive. Child care experience
pref. References required. Contact
Donald Nieman or Leigh Ann
Wheeler at dniemanObgsu.edu or
419-353-2179.

For Rent

352-9638

Wanted
Subleaser needed.
Across Irom campus Rent negotiable. Call 614-352-8774.
Sublsr. needed tor 1 bdrm., 1 bath
loft apt. in downtown BG. Very spacious, bright, in quiet bldq Parking
tag S 1 mo. rent tree. 419-2036763.

Help Wanted

BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

419-352-0717
FALL 2007 APARTMENT LEASING
0 Bidea Manor Upartmants
• 2 bedroom, 1 bath townhouses
• starting at $590/mo + gas and electric

0 lift Uparintents

0 Remodeled fraiea apartments

Now hiring dancers. No experience
necessary. Must be 18 years old.
419-332-2279 after 8 pm.
Bonuses Available.
Perrysburg family seeks child care/
Igt. housekeeping. Need 1 fultiime
S.or 2 part-tm. Mon.-Fri., 9-6. $7/hr.
419-872-6222.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors to teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Greal
summer! Call 888-844-8080. apply:

Sales Associate
Adult retail store. Immediate openings lor sales associate Must be 18
yrs of age, drug free, friendly, and
eager to succeed. Interested candidates can call: 419-288-2131 between 9 and 5 Mon. - Sat. to apply.
Uraku Japanese Restaurant
Now hiring servers and cooks.
419-352-7070.

GOING
ST!

T-£

• 2 Bedrooms/ 2 Baths, Furnished apartments
• Dishwashers/ garbage disposals
• starting @ $650/mo + electric

07 - 08 School Year
1,2 & 3 bedroom apts. available.
For more into call 419-354-9740.
1 bedroom apartment, near campus.
$425 per month ♦ utilities included.
Call 352-5882.
1 bedroom unfurnished. $380 mo. .
electric. Short lease, available Feb.
1. For more info, call 354-9740.

419-308-2456
3-4 Bedroom House. $900 month
Avail. May 2007. 640 S. Summit St.
Call 419-308-9905
Apts & Houses 07 -08
419-353-8206
www.literentals.com
Basement apt., near campus.
$325/month, util. inc.
352-5882
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520.
www.aucKeyflinnandsiudios.com
Highland Management
1 & 2 bedroom apartment
2 bedrooms available now
419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Houses/Apts for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Otticeopen10-2M-F
wwwbqaoartmanls com

Quiet tenants preferred
1 bedroom, as low as $399.00
419-352-0590.
1 roommate needed now until May.
Campbell Hill $325 mo. ♦ utilities.
260-241-1534
2 bdrm. apt. 4th St. $490 month .
utilities. Available immediately. S for
fall. Call 419-409-1110.
2 BR DUPLEX. PRIVATE PARKING
& PATIO. CLEAN, QUIET, CLOSE.
$560/MO. + UTIL. 419-352-1104.
3 bdm house Close to BGSU
Off-street parking, W/D, AC. One-2
bdrm. apt. oft street pkg. Close to
BGSU. All avail. Aug. 15, 2007. 419352-4773. 419-601-3225 (cell).

Ivywood Apts. 1 bedroom & studios.
First month free. Restrictions apply.
419-352-7691
Lg. 2 br. modem townhouse, spiral
staircase, vaulted ceilings.new kitchens & bath, garage, A/C. $700 mo.
Call 419-352-1104.
Male has a lurnished room lor rent
with freedom of house. $225 mo.
$100 deposit. 419-354-6117.
MARTEN RENTALS
2 bdrm. apts. on 5th & 7th
Large house on Lehman Ave.
352-3445
Newly remodeled house. 4-5 bdrm ,
2 bath, close to dntown & campus.
May or Aug. lease. $1500 mo. plus
utiities. 419-340-2500.

From Only $485!

Winthrop S Summit Terrace Apts.
400 E. Napoleon Rd.

On selected floor plans

419-353-9135

VABWTY SQUAHf
AMk«tl*«MT*
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VARSITY SQUARE

www.greenhriarrentals.com

419-353-7715 ta>

445 E. Wooser, Bowling Green OH 43402

"Rooms $199.00 Mo. * 2 bdrm.
avail. Now low as $399.00 mo. TV.
07-08 Rentals Houses & Apts. going
fast. 1 sem. avail, all next to camus.
S5 Web, close to downtn. Call 419353-0325 9am-9pm/listing 24/7 316
Merry 3. Updated listing
<3>cartyrentals.com

3 bdrm. house. 118 Clay St. $1200.
131 N. Church St. $800.

One 4 & one 5 bdrm. left.
Great houses, great location1
May 07. Call 419-353-7374.

jl UNITS
<t

Why rent when you can own?
For Sale: Mobile home
2 bedroom. 1 bath
$180.00/mo.
No Money Down!
(419| 353-5800

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

FREE HEAT

• Completely Remodeled 2 Bed, 2 Bath,
new kitchens, new carpet, new furniture.
• starling @ $675/mo + electric

Motivated students to assist National Honor Society in registering and
acting as local officers.
3.0
GPA
required.
E-mail:
director@phisigmatheta.org.

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
• Pets welcome!

• (1470 & 1490 Clough Street)
• 2 bedroom /1 bath, furnished

0 425 E. Court Street

.

11

For Sale

• a/c. Dishwashers / garbage disposals
• starting @ $590/mo plus gas and electric

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office

i

"

•
■

Help Wanted

Cl—room Aide II
WSOS Community Action Commission, a community based organization focused on the human services
needs of the disadvantaged is seeking qualified individuals to be responsible for assisting classroom
teachers in the operation of an a.m.
and/or p.m. session in compliance
with national standards for our Bowling Green Center. Required HS diploma or GED with prior experience
working with children, infants and
toddlers. There are several openings. Year Round. Part Time, the
avg hours vary. 30. 27.5. 25 and 20
hours per week, $7.50/hr. Send resume by February 9. 2007 to:
WSOS CAC, Ann: HR-CA11/BG'
CT, PO Box 590. Fremont OH
43420. Affirmative Action EmployerM/F/Vet/Disab

Call 353 5800 or
Visit Us Online at
www.meccabg.com
Have a few places
open NOW

Heinzslte Apts.
710-652 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Beedrooms
Washer/Dryer in 2 bdrm
Walking distance to campus!

:
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Personals

Earn $2500* monthly and more
to type simple ads online.
www. DataAdEntry.com

Renting for
2007/2008

Evergreen Apts.
215E.PoeRd.
Large 1 or 2 Bedroom
Efficiencies
Laundry on Site
BGSU Bus Route
Only 15 minute walk to campus!

got a pen in my pocket and get
the pen and jab him in the eye.'"
she said. "So I got the pen and
tried to put it in his eye, but it
didn't want to go in as easy as I
thought it would."
When the pen bent and
became useless. Nell Hamm
went back to using the log. The
lion eventually let go and, with
blood on its snout, stood staring at die woman. She screamed
and waved the log until the animal walked away.
"She saved his life, there is
no doubt about it," said Steve
Martarano, a spokesman for the
I X'partment of Fish and (!ame.
Nell llamm, 65, said she was
scared to leave her dazed, bleeding husband alone, so the couple walked a quarter-mile to a
trail head, where she gathered
branches to protect them if more
lions came around. They waited
until a ranger came by and summoned help.
"My concern was to get lim
out of there." she said. "I told
him. 'Get up, get up, walk.' and
he did."
lim I ianini, 70, was in fair condition Thursday. I le had to have
his lips stitched back together
and underwent surgery for lacerations on his head and body.
I le told his wife he still wants to
make the trip to New Zealand
they planned for their anniversary, she said.
Nell llamm warned people
never to hike in the backeountry alone. Park rangers told the
couple if lim 1 lamm had been
alone, he probably would not
have survived.
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The Associated Press
Smokers flaunting Ohio's indoor
smoking ban will get off with a
warning just once. After that, it's
a SI00 fine, according to rules
proposed Huirsday In the state
health department.
Business owners will lace even
bigger penalties for multiple violations- a $2,50(1 line lot tilth time
offenders.
The mles outlined l>\ the Ohio
I Apartment nil lealth after a series
of public hearings set in motion
plans for adopting the final smoking ban mles.
There will be another public
healing next month before a legislative committee makes a final
dedskm. Stale health officials
hope to begin enforcing the ball
and imposing fines in April.
"We're going to see the majority of Ohio businesses complying
with this law," said Tracy Sabetta.
a spokeswoman for the American
Cabcet Society and co-chairwoman of llie smoking ban hallo!
cani|>aign.
lines could be doubled against
businesses thai an' frequent violators, and the health department
could seek civil action against any
willful violators, she slid.
"We're confident we won't see
any of those." Sabetta said.
A big concent for bar owners is
how quickly the lines can escalate
— from SIM) for a second violation
to SI,000 for a fourth offense, said
lacob Hv-dtis, a lobbyist for the Ohio
I jcensed beverage Association.
He said a business could be lined
for not having the proper signs or
improperly storing their ashtrays
used in outside smoking areas.
Some business owners also arc
worried thai they could IK- fined
based on anonymous complaints,
"It's a little scary." he said.
The smoking ban. approved
by voters in November, covers
most public places, including
restaurants, bars and offices, but
it includes exemptions for retail
tobacco stores, designated hotel
rooms and enclosed areas of nursing homes.
The mles don't make any exceptions for veterans halls.
The leader of the Veterans of
Itireign VViirs of Ohio had sought
an exemption that would allow
VFW posts to set aside an area
for members to smoke. The group
now is considering a new ballot
initiative dial would exempt VBV
halls from the ban.
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